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August 5, 2009
10:31
am

ELYW: sitting in the gate lounge waiting to fly to Canberra for #GLAMWIKI

10:45
am

Jim_Croft: #fcig invasion of Canberra @piers_higgs @elyw for #glam-wiki.
close border. now!

2:28
pm

bumphead: #GLAM-WIKI skype in the theatre

4:00
pm

Wittylama: @jansonw 2nd news report about #GLAM-WIKI http://bit.ly/
mZjO1

4:12
pm

tinucherian: RT @Wittylama: 2nd news report about #GLAM-WIKI
http://bit.ly/mZjO1 #wikipedia

5:00
pm

felixexplody: Time to pack #GLAM-WIKI in our nation's capital. I feel cold
already! Should be an exciting couple of days however
http://tinyurl.com/l6np9p

5:15
pm

lyndakelly61: I'm here in Canberra. Anyone else in Kingston #glam-wiki

5:18
pm

lyndakelly61: @littlehigh hi there. Where ya staying BTW Hash tag is #glamwiki

5:31
pm
5:37
pm

littlehigh: Staying at place recommended on wiki. Can't remember its name
papers in bag. #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: @littlehigh catch ya tomorrow We'll be at the Pig & Whistle if
anyone wants to come #glam-wiki

5:45
pm

bumphead: pre-#GLAM-WIKI drinks at king o'malleys simulation irish pub
soon. meeting wikimedians.

5:47
pm

lyndakelly61: We're actually goinh to the Wig and pen *not* pig and whatever
@snomelf #glam-wiki

5:54
pm

lyndakelly61: @snomelf use the car keys to open the car door not the room key
so we can be on our way! #glam-wiki

5:56
pm

lyndakelly61: @snomelf the blinker is on the right of the steering wheel!
#glam-wiki

5:57
pm

lyndakelly61: @snomelf don't use iPhone while driving! #glam-wiki

5:58
pm

littlehigh: This qantas city link to canberra feels like a school bus.
Briefcases and homework all over the show. #glam-wiki

6:13
pm

Wittylama: Checked in to hotel. Will be at pub soon #GLAM-WIKI

6:15
pm

Wittylama: Going to be on ABC Radio National tomorrow morning at 8:05
talking about #GLAM-WIKI

6:26
pm

lyndakelly61: At a brewery drinking chardie with @snomelf @timh01 and
assorted others #glam-wiki

6:26
pm

lyndakelly61: Going to be on ABC Radio National tomorrow morning at 8:05
talking about #GLAM-WIKI (via @Wittylama) cool! Bhave
yourself tonite liam

6:52
pm
7:02
pm
7:10
pm
8:00
pm
8:13
pm
8:28
pm

granleese: just landed in Canberra for #GLAM-WIKI and it is 8 degrees..
Brrrrr.. anyone know a scarf shop open after 7pm
hollingsworth: RT @wittylama Going to be on ABC Radio National tomorrow
morning at 8:05 talking about #GLAM-WIKI <- tuning in on
way to #nscm
paulabray: not a morning person-have to be up really early to drive to
#GLAM-WIKI hope there is good coffee @Wittylama
felixexplody: @sebchan props, we were going to do the early morning drive
but are doing the late night dash tonight instead. #GLAM-WIKI
here we come!
vaguelym: @jonnybrownbill ah. No sadly. Just saw Angelina...now
thoroughly miffed I'll miss it. send my regards to all - I'll be
following #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: @jonnybrownbill yes we do have internet connections via
blutack! #glam-wiki

9:34
pm

riggsranch: Just returned from Wikimedian meet-up in Canberra. Everyone's
hard at work prepping for #GLAM-wiki tomorrow.

9:35
pm

bumphead: @sebchan seeya in the morning - hope you got the glam rockin
trax cued for the drive #GLAM-WIKI

10:08
pm

Wittylama: To sleep now... #GLAM-WIKI in the morning and interviewing
at 8:05 on ABC Radio National. Scared, excited, worried, tired,
keen.

August 6, 2009
12:35
am

piawaugh: @nambor @jdub @piawaugh @alexmyoung @deanlk
@stilgherrian Yes, lovely dinner all! See you at #glam-wiki!

7:10
am

Jim_Croft: off to 2 days of #glam-wiki wikimediapediamediawiki social
media madness, trying yo keep http://bit.ly/Ba06X (h/t
@rogerhyam) out of mymind

7:40
am
7:55
am

nambor: doing my hair and ironing my dress to get ready for #glam-wiki
#needcoffee
b3rn: wish I was at #glam-wiki

8:18
am

granleese: #GLAM-WIKI registration underway at Aus. War Memorial and
@wittylama just did a sharp interview with Fran Kelly on ABC
Radio National.

8:23
am

hollingsworth: @wittylama missed your radio spot how'd you go? Is it archived?
Congratulations on #GLAM-Wiki !

8:26
am

wtem: @b3rn Me too, but unfortunate choice of hash tag. Twitter
doesn't like dashes and breaks hash tag link down 2 #glam rather
than #glam-wiki.

8:37
am

littlehigh: #glam-wiki. In the opening session. No coffee in all of canberra?

8:37
am

bumphead: #GLAMWIKI not #GLAM-WIKI

8:38
am

Jim_Croft: and so it begins... a room full of #ocd librarians doing the
wikimedia thing... #glam-wiki

8:38
am

bumphead: Liam is opening #GLAMWIKI #GLAM-WIKI

8:38
am

lyndakelly61: RT boys and their toys next to me - smart pens. A room full of
tech geeks (via @elyw) yes they are compensating for
soemthing! #glam-wiki

8:39
am

lyndakelly61: RT #glam-wiki. In the opening session. No coffee in all of
canberra? (via @littlehigh) try silo in Kingston. Where ya sitting
Paul?

8:41
am

granleese: #GLAM-WIKI @WittyLama giving opening welcome. Four
pillars of discussion at conference: education law technology and
business

8:43
am

pru: #GLAM-WIKI Liam WP at low level of Blooms taxonomy

8:43
am

granleese: 170 attendees from cultural, educational, tech, politics and wiki
community #GLAM-WIKI http://twitpic.com/cwq2k

8:46
am

piers_higgs: Nice opening sentiment "open up digital display cases" #glamwiki

8:47
am

presroi: opening remarks from Liam Wyatt and Jennifer Riggs at
#GLAM-WIKI

8:47
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki what is the sum of all knowledge? needs to include
that of people we dont know

8:47
am

presroi: "Imagine a world in which every single human being ... free
access to the sum of all knowledge" How does your organisation
relate #GLAM-WIKI

8:48
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki wikimedia in top 5 most popular websites & biggest
info website

8:49
am
8:50
am

presroi: Wikimedia Foundation: 28 employees as of now. #GLAM-WIKI
artech05: Jennifer Riggs from Wikimedia Foundation free, open ,
collaborative educational content #GLAM-WIKI

8:51
am

plasmaegg: ah there we go #GLAM-WIKI looks like the hashtag for today
thanks @pru

8:51
am

presroi: #GLAM-WIKI: Largest conference worldwide apart from
Wikimania

8:51
am
8:51
am

littlehigh: listening to Jennifer Riggs. Wikimedia Foundation. Their offices
are one room. Mcgovern Online has a bigger space! #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki wikimedia is volunteer-run, 27 staff and 100,000
volunteers

8:52
am

ELYW: assume good faith & be bold. Volunteer developed principles of
wikimedia #glam-wiki

8:52
am

plasmaegg: who in charge of this thing anyway? everybody! #GLAM-WIKI

8:54
am

presroi: I just met Basil Dewhurst at #GLAM-WIKI again. He visited us
at my old job at the German National Library last year.

8:55
am
8:55
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki public decides who & what is notable & whats
important to know
ELYW: 100,000 + volunteers involved in wikimedia. Bigger than all our
GLAM orgs. #GLAM-WIKI

8:57
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki versioning is important so you can always see the
original, this could be a niche for museums?

8:58
am

nambor: Wikis can enable crowdsourced image restoration because
versioning ensures originals are always available #glam-wiki

8:58
am

bumphead: who is in charge? Everybody #GLAM-WIKI

8:58
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki goals to increase reach, participation, quality. they do
have control over material to protect against vandals & continue
growth

8:59
am

granleese: 'Increasing participation and quality' nice lead in to working
better with tradional institutions, private and public #GLAMWIKI

8:59
am

plasmaegg: everyone in the whole world will be able to comment on
wikimedia strategy document - assuming you have web access
#glam-wiki

9:00
am

presroi: Jennifer Riggs: Focus for Wikimedia Foundation right now:
Usability #GLAM-WIKI

9:01
am

presroi: @jonnybrownbill not only that, she also knows the mission
statement by heart :) #GLAM-WIKI

9:02
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki empower & engage people around the world to
collect & develop ed content under a free license or in public
domain & disseminate

9:02
am

bumphead: Wikimedians introducing themselves #GLAM-WIKI

9:02
am

Jim_Croft: Jennifer Riggs, Wikimedia foundation introduction #glam-wiki
http://bit.ly/lCV2Y

9:03
am
9:03
am
9:04
am

presroi: Brianna and other Wikimedians join the stage #GLAM-WIKI
bumphead: Ten wikimedians in a row on the stage #glam-wiki
Vexus_Nexus: Finally! Internet access that doesn't cost 77c a minute. Thank you
#glam-wiki

9:07
am

Jim_Croft: hyphens in #hashtag do not work? at least in #tweekdeck?
#glam-wiki #fail?

9:07
am

plasmaegg: the wikimedians are varied bunch... with admin privileges!
#glam-wiki

9:09
am

plasmaegg: @Jim_Croft I tried just using the #glam tag but it did not show
up in my #glam-wiki search column

9:09
am

Jim_Croft: @lyndakelly61 a 'm3dium' of wikimedians? #glam-wiki

9:09
am
9:09
am

nambor: A pic of the local wikimedians http://twitpic.com/cwtrq #glamwiki
ELYW: @lyndakelly61 collective noun for wikimedians. Gaggle too
obvious. A plungepool? #GLAM-WIKI

9:10
am

jamesmatheson: If you are at #glam-wiki come to the #Customware desk to get a
t-shirt

9:10
am

presroi: Wikimedians in Australia seem to be working in public
organisations quite often, do they? #GLAM-WIKI

9:11
am
9:11
am
9:11
am
9:12
am

Jim_Croft: #glam-wiki #wifi holding up... #awm #ftw?
artech05: being an administrator doesn't make you a better wikimedian
rather a trusted one. Liam Wyatt #GLAM-WIKI
Timh01: Its good to meet the wikimedians - how can we really get
involved as institutions? #glam-wiki
bumphead: Liam: wikipedia and academia should talk to each other #glamwiki

9:12
am

ELYW: one of the wikimedians 'I edit hailstorm pages' wow! Quote of
the day.#GLAM-WIKI

9:14
am

presroi: "Wikimedia event seeks to open up Australian culture"
http://bit.ly/3TywuB #GLAM-WIKI

9:14
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki my hash tag's not working :-( Can someone help?

9:14
am
9:15
am

bumphead: Questions from the audience - wp vs adb #glam-wiki
presroi: "Wyatt says the German National Archives provides a good
example of the benefits Wiki projects can offer to these
organisations." #GLAM-WIKI

9:18
am

Jim_Croft: suggest we remove the hyphen #glamwiki RT @lyndakelly61:
#glam-wiki my hash tag's not working :-( Can someone help?
(via @lyndakelly61)

9:18
am

plasmaegg: @lyndakelly61 I can see you tweets on tweetdeck search #glamwiki

9:22
am

plasmaegg: Anne-Marie Woods - how do you maintain a global culture on
the on wiki #glamwiki #glam-wiki

9:22
am
9:27
am
9:27
am
9:28
am
9:29
am
9:29
am
9:30
am

presroi: #GLAM #GLAM-WIKI #GLAMWIKI. Hmmm. I think I'll stick
to #GLAM-WIKI, since search on that tag works.
bumphead: Resolving conflicts on WP #glam-wiki
tikkaw: http://www.amsterdam.info/museums/tropenmuseum/ #glamwiki
nambor: good question about how do you resolve conflict on wikis #glam-wiki #mythofHISTORY #polynarratives
bumphead: consensus is a cornerstone policy of WP #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: RT @lyndakelly61 I can see you tweets on tweetdeck search
#glam-wiki (via @plasmaegg) thnx. I'm using website & it's a bit
slow 2 refresh
bumphead: Quality of source #glam-wiki

9:30
am

littlehigh: I am wondering how easy it is to start another language, and can
you have different editorial rules , Te Reo Maori? #glam-wiki

9:30
am

plasmaegg: but isn't that what politics is all about - different interpretation of
the facts - need to capture both sides - #glam-wiki

9:31
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki How do u resolve conflict? sometimes debates go on
for years! Often need to go to a neutral source such as academia
(& museums?)

9:31
am
9:32
am
9:32
am

bumphead: Neutrality not advocacy #glam-wiki
nambor: liam making a good point that wikipedia is neutral - that doesn't
mean they have no point of view - just not an advocacy program
#glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki key is to write from a neutral point of view. WP does
have checks & balances. can restrict disruptive people

9:32
am

bumphead: Countering systemic bias #glam-wiki

9:33
am

plasmaegg: you may need to remove access to edit to people who are seen as
outliers in terms of opinions - allow middle ground to be reached
#glam-wiki

9:33
am

Timh01: Can our curators & scientists cope with others adding-rewriting
their articles? #glam-wiki

9:34
am
9:34
am
9:35
am
9:36
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki bio-living person's policy http://tinyurl.com/
mhhmwv
ELYW: wikipedia - not an advocacy platform but asks for neutral
expression of points of view #GLAM-WIKI
plasmaegg: Megan Shia - do you target communities that are under
represented - generational #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: RT Can our curators & scientists cope with others addingrewriting their articles? #glam-wiki (via @Timh01) they'll need
to!

9:36
am

plasmaegg: people that don't know how to put phones on silent.... #glam-wiki

9:37
am

presroi: 24 minutes until morning tea at #GLAM-WIKI the quality of the
question is sharply increasing

9:38
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @littlehigh states indigenous knowledge not always
open access. WP says need to work with communities & get
them involved

9:39
am

ELYW: who's contributing to wikispecies? #tdwg #ala #GLAM-WIKI

9:39
am

granleese: RT @elyw: wikipedia - not an advocacy platform but asks for
neutral expression of points of view #GLAM-WIKI

9:39
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki there seems to be heaps of opportunities for
museums here - why have our own websites when we can just
use WP i wonder??

9:40
am

artech05: Paul Reynolds asks how easy it is to develop new language
wikipedias #GLAM-WIKI

9:40
am

nambor: [open-edit-culture more of the challenge] RT @littlehigh how
easy to start another language & diff editorial rules, Te Reo
Maori? #glam-wiki

9:40
am

tikkaw: @Timh01 and can we as instutions start seed articles and let
them go? #glam-wiki

9:41
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Q: where is WP data actually hosted & is it stable?
A: they have servers in a variety of places. Use US law re hosting

9:41
am
9:42
am
9:42
am

piers_higgs: @elyw And who is utilising wikispecies content? #glam-wiki
granleese: Liam: Arabic Wikipedia has softer verification policy than other
languages as no. of quality digital ref sources is small #GLAMWIKI
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki WP servers backed up regularly and copies made
easily accessible to work in offline

9:43
am

plasmaegg: Heather Wallace - Environment Dept - has there been any legal
action against wikipedia - yes! #glam-wiki

9:43
am

nambor: question about wikipedia backups - see http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Backup or even get your own 8) #glam-wiki #drplan

9:44
am

snomelf: #glam-wiki is a range a perspectives on a subject permitted or
must consensus be reached

9:45
am

privatemusings: wandering in to twitter to see if anyone's tweeting about #glamwiki

9:45
am

granleese: Audience question: has there been legal action arising from
articles? No in AU, yes o/s including lots in Germany #GLAMWIKI

9:45
am

bumphead: WP - diffusing lawsuits- responsibility over content #glam-wiki

9:46
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki net connection now slowing. Switching to iPhone.

9:47
am

nambor: loving Wikipedia Vision on screen on stage while people are
talking - Go the TMNT! #turtlepower #glam-wiki
http://lkozma.net/wpv/index.html

9:47
am

Jim_Croft: @lyndakelly61 #glam-wiki because museums need to maintain
and promote their own identity

9:48
am
9:50
am

granleese: However the number of legal procedures is very small in context
to 13 milion articles on Wikipedia #GLAM-WIKI
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki discussions about/behind controverises are often as
important as the artice itself

9:51
am

plasmaegg: verifiability is one of the core operating policies of wikipedia #glam-wiki

9:51
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Q: verifiability. A: what constitutes a reliable source
is often questionable & often time-specific

9:52
am

jonnybrownbill: Content creation, administration, quality control, access,
localisation, technology, censorship - all before morning tea!
#glam-wiki

9:52
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki what is a good source? everyone has that debate, not
just WP. Again here's a role for museums

9:53
am

nambor: liam says wikipedia is not an arbiter of truth - it outsources truth
8) #glam-wiki #illusionoftruth

9:54
am

plasmaegg: verifiability breaks down in really recent events - I saw someone
die is not a verifiable source #glam-wiki

9:55
am

jansonw: RT @wikisignpost: The #GLAM-WIKI conference is being livetweeted by @presroi

9:58
am

plasmaegg: @lyndakelly61 didnt have any luck using wifi on the iphone...
but I assume you are moving to 3G #glam-wiki

10:01
am

plasmaegg: morning tea! #glam-wiki

10:01
am

piers_higgs: Okay. Who has time to edit wikis? #glam-wiki

10:01
am

nambor: liam dishing up some "magic pudding" #glam-wiki

10:12
am

nambor: know any sites that turn #hashtag twitter discussions into
persistent pages? Not just dynamic like wthashtag, etc.
#references #glam-wiki

10:20
am

nambor: Devonshire tea - how civilised 8) http://twitpic.com/cx3uc
#glam-wiki

10:26
am
10:33
am
10:37
am

paulabray: About to talk flickr commons+content stuff #GLAM-WIKI go
easy I got up at 5
piers_higgs: Notability does not equal authoritative #glam-wiki
privatemusings: finding it kinda fun to follow along the odd tweet, but also a bit
hard to get value from them - juggling other work too :-) #glamwiki

10:40
am
10:42
am

granleese: #GLAM-WIKI
plasmaegg: powerhouse musuem is up and touting their web20 cred #glamwiki

10:43
am

ELYW: Paula Bray from PHM talking about creative commons licensing
of their content #GLAM-WIKI

10:43
am

littlehigh: Next up presentation from the Powherhouse Musum digital team.
Believe me these guys are rock stars to the aus GLAM sector.
#glam-wiki

10:44
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki anyone got an iPhone charger?

10:44
am

presroi: "No known copyright restriction" might not fit Wikimedias
requirements. We prefer/need positive proof. #GLAM-WIKI

10:44
am

granleese: Power House Museum in Sydney first major cultural institution
to licence content up to Creative Commons #GLAM-WIKI

10:45
am

littlehigh: #glam-wiki Two year waiting list to join Flickr Commons. Did
you know that. I didn't

10:45
am

sebchan: Final roadkill count - 9. #glam-wiki

10:46
am

granleese: Powerhouse Museum had 40,000 views, 230 contacts and 2500+
tags on Flickr in the first 4 weeks of CC #GLAM-WIKI

10:47
am

plasmaegg: that is a really good questions RT @piers_higgs: Okay. Who has
time to edit wikis? #glam-wiki - and goes to the heart of govt
engagement to

10:47
am
10:50
am
10:51
am
10:51
am
10:51
am

piers_higgs: PHM: Big positive numbers, cool apps, more visits from
releasing images. #glam-wiki
servantofchaos: RT @granleese: Power House Museum in Sydney first major
cultural institution to licence content up to Creative Commons
#GLAM-WIKI
pru: Who edited the #GLAM-WIKI schedule? Morning tea now 45
mins! Back on track now - Paula Bray, PHM on flickr commons
http://bit.ly/MtdZ
ELYW: #ala 'citizen research' re identifying locations for historic photo
collections #GLAM-WIKI
plasmaegg: PHM talking about real connections because content is out there
and available and people can contribute... #glam-wiki

10:52
am

jamesmatheson: @granleese: Power House Museum in Sydney first major
cultural institution to licence content up to Creative Commons
#GLAM-WIKI

10:52
am

granleese: geocoding of content vital to linking real world to digital content
- great example of Paul Kogan's historical street view mashup
#GLAM-WIKI

10:53
am

plasmaegg: what happened to sales of photography from PHM after
publishing to flickr commons #increase in enquiries #glam-wiki

10:54
am

granleese: no affect to Powerhouse Museum's photo ordering/revenue in
2008 after releasing them to Flickr. Vindication of 'free'
#GLAM-WIKI

10:55
am
10:56
am
10:56
am
10:57
am

thesherrin: #GLAM-WIKI Sydney Sidetracks - http://www.abc.net.au/
innovation/sidetracks/
piers_higgs: @elyw YES to flickr use in citizen science "box" #ala #glamwiki
Timh01: Love the Powerhouse image panels - power of thumbnails! #glam-wiki
CraigThomler: RT @granleese: no affect to Powerhouse Museum's photo
ordering/rev in 2008 after releasing them to Flickr. Vindication
of 'free' #GLAM-WIKI

10:58
am

Jim_Croft: #citizenscience - apart from taxes, what have #citizens ever done
for me? #glam-wiki #ala

10:59
am

plasmaegg: @pru heh - we can get in and edit the schedule in real time?
longer lunch anyone? #glam-wiki

10:59
am
11:01
am
11:01
am
11:03
am
11:03
am

granleese: Correction: Paul Hagon's Streetview/PHM mashup - here is a
link for those who want to check it out: http://tinyurl.com/llefdp
#GLAM-WIKI
pru: #GLAM-WIKI Margaret Warren State Lib Queensland: endorses
positive experience with flickr commons. Hard to predict areas of
interest
piers_higgs: QLD Library - same experience as PHM #glam-wiki
plasmaegg: tim heart from musuem victoria - what other collections have you
put in commons? @paulabray other collections added now
#glam-wiki
ccAustralia: #glam-wiki PHM is now releasing more photos - only barrier is
prioritisation

11:03
am
11:04
am
11:05
am
11:05
am

Jim_Croft: Paula Bray - Powerhouse Museum Sydney - collections images
on Flickr #glam-wiki http://bit.ly/RrQKx
granleese: RT @pru: State Library of Queensland: endorses positive
experience with Flickr commons. Hard to predict areas of interest
#GLAM-WIKI
ELYW: flikr commons and Picture Australia. What's the nexus?
#GLAM-WIKI
ccAustralia: #glam-wiki need more clarification of museums copyright
capabilities

11:05
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Resource for Copyright http://www.digital.org.au/

11:07
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Great presentation Paula!

11:08
am

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki video from #Tropenmuseum in Holland about
getting @wikimedia to photograph their collection

11:08
am

plasmaegg: RT @lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Resource for Copyright
http://www.digital.org.au/

11:09
am

jonnybrownbill: Liam Wyatt co-hosts Wikipedia Weekly, the podcast for
Wikipedians. http://bit.ly/TOh5u #glam-wiki

11:09
am

Jim_Croft: what is the nexus? our Australian Plant Image Index, Picture
Australia, Flickr, #wikipedia, #wikispecies #ala, #eol, etc. #glam-wiki

11:11
am

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki @tropenmuseum invited public to photograph its
collection for wikicommons - for 'public' preservation

11:11
am
11:12
am
11:13
am
11:13
am
11:13
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Also where does the #ala fit?
plasmaegg: @Jim_Croft our audio visual guys have serious reservations
about putting material on flickr - not sure why #glam-wiki
littlehigh: RT: @NZHistorydotnet Very humbled and proud to announce
the official launch of http://www.28maoribattalion.org.nz #glamwiki
piers_higgs: Think we can kill the "loss of income" argument from opening
our digital display cases - at least, moves $ to visits #glam-wiki
pru: New book here at #GLAM-WIKI by Andrew Lih Wikipedia
Revolution. http://www.wikipediarevolution.com/ - Watch for
review soon

11:14
am
11:14
am
11:14
am

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki Mathias Schindler from @wikimedia germany about
@bundesarchiv release of 100,000 images to commons
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki German Federal Archives http://bit.ly/ZkIYA
jonnybrownbill: Wikipedia Loves Art http://bit.ly/Sraho #glam-wiki

11:14
am

Jim_Croft: @lyndakelly61 the ALA wik take what it can get, as long as sit is
authentic, verifyable, standard, webdiscoverable, etc. #glam-wiki
#ala

11:15
am

plasmaegg: its kinda cold in here #glam-wiki

11:15
am

granleese: tagging interesting links from #GLAM-WIKI as they are
discussed at Delicious for those who cannot attend:
http://delicious.com/tag/GLAM-WIKI

11:16
am

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki @bundesarchive has 10M images - originally
charged for anything but thumbnails

11:17
am

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki @bundesarchiv wanted images put on #wikipedia but worried about business model

11:18
am

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki @bundesarchiv released lower res versions of
images under @creativecommons BY-SA. Good for web, not
print

11:20
am

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki extremely positive response - images immediately in
#wikipedia, traffice to @bundesarchive site doubled

11:20
am
11:20
am

artech05: RT @granleese: tags links from #GLAM-WIKI as they are
discussed at Delicious for those who cannot attend: http://bit.ly/
z9L9Q THANKS!
plasmaegg: lots of examples of publishing photos using CC and flickr/
wikipedia #glam-wiki

11:21
am

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki lots of feedback on @bundesarchiv metadata from
public - to improve, fill gaps, add more

11:21
am

pru: @paulabray thanks Paula, esp on behalf of education. Brilliant
start to projects session #GLAM-WIKI

11:22
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki 1 theme emerging is how active citizens r in advising
& updating content, an enormous resource we can tap into. Do
we value this?

11:23
am

littlehigh: Compelling account of partnership between Wikimedia Germany
and German Federal Archives by Mathias Shindler, wikimedia
DE #glam-wiki

11:23
am

granleese: Bundesarchiv shared lo-res images w/ Wiki Deuschland resulted in doubling of interest back in their print photos. Win/
Win :-) #GLAM-WIKI

11:23
am

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki @bundesarchiv now linking people to #wikipedia
from its own metadata file - as 'more info' resource

11:24
am

gillybean1: #GLAM-wiki hard to manage staff resources to respond to
massive increase in interest?

11:25
am

plasmaegg: @lyndakelly61 really important consideration for gov2.0 also how to establish community and tap it for policy development
#glam-wiki

11:25
am

plasmaegg: policy development tend to be much drier and less engaging
them images :) #glam-wiki #gov2au

11:26
am

littlehigh: RT: @artech05 RT @granleese: tags links from #GLAM-WIKI
as they are discussed at Delicious for those who cannot attend:
http://bit.ly/z9L9Q

11:27
am

Wittylama: http://yfrog.com/e8wd2nj Mathias Schindler speaking crowd at
#GLAM-WIKI

11:28
am

pru: #GLAM-WIKI bi-directional authority files exciting stuff
http://viaf.org

11:28
am

granleese: Mattius Schindler (@preseoi) of WM Deuschland talking about
his experiences working with #GLAM-WIKI http://twitpic.com/cxdsm

11:29
am

sebchan: @plasmaegg @lyndakelly61 that's the big question. engagement
is the far harder issue-problems are all about people, not
machines #glam-wiki

11:29
am

Jim_Croft: Mathias Schindler, Proj Manag Wikimedia Deutschland: images
from German archives #glam-wiki http://bit.ly/1akxME

11:29
am

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki my turn now - talking about what glam can legally
do with their collections, and what wikimedia needs

11:30
am

piers_higgs: @lyndakelly61 My query is not about valuing it, but just dealing
with it. It could add overheads to our organisations #glam-wiki

11:31
am

ELYW: @lyndakelly61 @Jim_Croft Atlas of Living Australia &
wikipedia. Specimen digitisation from uploaded images? #ala
#GLAM-WIKI

11:31
am

pru: Mathias mentions that #kaltura video integrating into media wiki
platform, may help increase video content #GLAM-WIKI

11:31
am

CraigThomler: RT @plasmaegg really important consideration for gov2.0 also how to establish community & tap it for policy development
#glam-wiki #gov2au

11:32
am
11:33
am

Jim_Croft: @plasmaegg innate conservatism, fear, prevents resource
manages releasing 'their' images into the public comain #glamwiki
sebchan: @piers_higgs @lyndakelly61 popularity comes at a price. can
cultural institutions cope with greater citizen enagagement &
usage? #glam-wiki

11:34
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki I'm blogging the major themes from the conference
here: http://tinyurl.com/mhbba6 Feel free to add yours!

11:35
am

plasmaegg: creative commons up next Jessica Coates - creative commons
clinic at the CCi #glam-wiki

11:36
am

plasmaegg: @Jim_Croft the question is are people that conservative before
reaching teh public service or is it conditioned? #glam-wiki

11:39
am

littlehigh: And now the one and only Creative Commons mavin for
Australia at QUT Jessica Coates #glam-wiki

11:39
am

Kaltura: RT @pru: Mathias mentions that #kaltura video integrating into
media wiki platform, may help increase video content #GLAMWIKI

11:40
am

granleese: Jess Coates from @ccAustralia giving a talk regardling copyright
law.. this ought to get some fiery debate happening! #GLAMWIKI

11:40
am

plasmaegg: NBN is all well and good but Australians do not have onine
access to cultural heritage/content for people to use mashup
#glam-wiki

11:40
am

littlehigh: RT: @lyndakelly61 #glam-wiki I'm blogging the major themes
from the conference here: http://tinyurl.com/mhbba6 Feel free to
add yours!

11:41
am

sebchan: Feeling a #trueblood moment at #glam-wiki with all this talk of
'glamming'. Now where's my V?

11:42
am

granleese: Jess Coates: risk with @KevinRuddPM's NBN is lack of
Australian content. Need to catch up with USA/UK on remix/
reusable content #GLAM-WIKI

11:42
am

plasmaegg: lots of content is illegal to reuse without going through
cumbersome clearance processes - Jessica Coates - #glam-wiki

11:43
am

plasmaegg: @sebchan the front row prefers to commune with the devil
#trueblood #glam-wiki

11:44
am
11:44
am
11:44
am
11:45
am

piers_higgs: @sebchan How did you guys deal with overheads? Leave new
material on flickr/wiki, bring it back "in house", etc? #glam-wiki
presroi: Australian Politician's (taxpaid) archived records (taxpaid) not
free to use to taxpayer #GLAM-WIKI Jessica Coates
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki We need new work models & ways of thinking 20% different, not 20% more
plasmaegg: lack of certainty in law with respect to releasing public
information/collections - Jessica Coates #glam-wiki

11:45 SAMaritimeMuseu: RT @ccAustralia #glam-wiki @bundesarchiv released lower res
am
versions of images under @creativecommons BY-SA. Good for
web, not print
11:45
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @sebchan @piers_higgs Our jobs have always been
about engagement, just now the tools are different & timeframes
collapsed

11:46 SAMaritimeMuseu: @ccAustralia #glam-wiki extremely positive response - images
am
immediately in #wikipedia, traffic to @bundesarchive site
doubled
11:46
am

plasmaegg: library and archive exceptions - very small leeway to get stuff
done #glam-wiki

11:47
am

granleese: RT @presroi: Jess Coates: AU Politician's (taxpaid) archived
records (taxpaid) not free to use to taxpayer #GLAM-WIKI Needs to change!

11:48
am

plasmaegg: s200AB exception - may allow greater freedoms in publishing check digital.org.au/alcc/resources for more info #glam-wiki

11:48
am

wiselark: RT @littlehigh: #glam-wiki Two year waiting list to join Flickr
Commons. Did you know that. I didn't >makes wikimedia route
more compelling

11:50
am

sebchan: @piers_higgs by re-prioritising work and being tactical. still
difficult in a big organisation. #glam-wiki

11:53
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Q: how much time does it take? For me this question
is wrong. It's what will i now *not* do in order to do this

11:53
am

piers_higgs: Copyright: not a fun space to play in and nothing is certain
#glam-wiki

11:54
am

sebchan: donor agreements vs expiration of copyright . . . . pain #glamwiki

11:56
am

sebchan: @lyndakelly61 the right question is 'what is the risk of *not*
doing anything?' #glam-wiki

11:56
am

tinucherian: RT @wikisignpost: The #GLAM-WIKI conference is being livetweeted by @presroi

11:56
am

presroi: Are there click-wrap licenses in .au (=does a web site visitor
enter into an contract with the web site owner's ToS by visiting)?
#GLAM-WIKI

11:57
am

presroi: RT @littlehigh: #glam-wiki Two year waiting list to join Flickr
Commons. Did you know that. I didn't >makes wikimedia route
more compelling

11:58
am

plasmaegg: RT @Internode: @plasmaegg use our iPhone app :
http://www.internode.on.net/iphone/ #glam-wiki

11:58
am

tinucherian: RT @elyw: wikipedia - not an advocacy platform but asks for
neutral expression of points of view #GLAM-WIKI (via
@granleese )

11:59
am

piers_higgs: Hmmm. Who has copyright on a data record of an observation of
a species? #glam-wiki

12:01
pm

auchmill: @sebchan ginormous tankerloads of red-hot pain, even. Nothing
like pre-web donor agreements for complicating matters. #glamwiki

12:01
pm

gillybean1: #glam-wiki portrait gall copyright issues also include living
person considerations - artist happy for reproduction but subject
could object

12:03
pm

piers_higgs: @Jim_Croft Has CHAH had a copyright discussion and worked
it all out? #glam-wiki

12:03
pm

tinucherian: RT @elyw: wikipedia is not the arbiter of truth. It outsources
truth but needs to be verified. #GLAM-WIKI

12:04
pm
12:04
pm

sebchan: Great stuff from Jessica Coates. It almost seems do-able. #glamwiki
plasmaegg: copyright is a horrible ugly beast in the internet environment
#jessicacoates #CC #glam-wiki

12:05
pm

Jim_Croft: Jessica Coates, Proj Manager, Creative Commons: (c) &
expiration, access right, contracts, $ use & reuse #glam-wikihttp://bit.ly/gLuey

12:06
pm

Vexus_Nexus: Dear Jessica Coates. Please move to New Zealand. #glam-wiki

12:07
pm

plasmaegg: objects have more value just be more accessible Jessica Coates
#glam-wiki

12:08
pm

artsdigitalera: lots of interesting people and discussions now at #glam-wiki wish i was there :(

12:08
pm

Jim_Croft: @piers_higgs (c)#chah's is still loosely defined but broadly in
line with (cc). needs tightening/loosening up to be more explicit
#glam-wiki

12:08
pm

auchmill: @plasmaegg you gotta have faith, right? i believe we can find
different points for different items & different people but ...
#glam-wiki

12:09
pm

auchmill: @plasmaegg [cont] it's going to take quite a lot of talking and
trust internally as well as out to potential donors. #glam-wiki

12:10
pm

wikisignpost: #glam-wiki RT: @littlehigh says " Two year waiting list to join
Flickr Commons." @wiselark replies "makes wikimedia route
more compelling"

12:13
pm

wikisignpost: As @cbrown1023 on identi.ca notes, there are lots of people
tweeting about #glam-wiki. Incomprehensible snippets on
interesting topics.

12:15
pm

plasmaegg: graham greenleaf talking about the public rights to use works
#glam-wiki

12:16
pm

plasmaegg: uses of works which are outside the exclusive rights, use of
works where there is no copyright owner, public statuatory rights
#glam-wiki

12:16
pm

plasmaegg: defacto usage of owners rights, which go unchallenged - Search
engines are a good example #glam-wiki

12:17
pm

snomelf: #GLAM-WIKI Jessica Coates "PH Museum is THE museum in
Sydney" as offensive as its 4 me - simply reflects R lack of
prescence in ths area

12:18
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki phew! done. Now listening to Graham Greenleaf
from @cyberspacelaw centre @unsw on public rights to
copyright material

12:18
pm

plasmaegg: Australia is a party to the Berne Convention - which sets limits
on public rights globally #glam-wiki

12:19
pm

tinucherian: Follow #glam-wiki for Glam-Wiki Auz tweets #wikipedia

12:20
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki Greenleaf: Australian copyright law is not hospitable
to public rights in material compared to US

12:20
pm

plasmaegg: @ccAustralia great talk! #glam-wiki I feel inspired :)

12:21
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki Greenleaf: owner rights to restrict access are clearly
spelt out in the copyright act. Public rights aren't

12:21
pm

plasmaegg: public rights are not clearly articulated - some are implied,, or
scattered through statutory provisions #glam-wiki

12:22
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki Greenleaf: 10 principles for desirable policy on
public rights in Oz

12:22
pm

plasmaegg: Greenlead suggests 10 principles to drive discussion - from
personal perspective and from unlocking IP meeting #glam-wiki

12:22
pm

granleese: Graham Greenleaf from UNSW Law discussing public rights to
content and other countries in a globalised internet #complicated
#GLAM-WIKI

12:22
pm
12:23
pm

pru: #GLAM-WIKI Graham Greenleaf "Overall, Australia is
inhospitable to public rights, but with significant exceptions/
mderating factors"
tinucherian: Follow #glam-wiki for Glam-Wiki Auz tweets http://bit.ly/
HvIbC #wikipedia

12:24
pm

Wittylama: You know what, #GLAM-WIKI is actually running, and
smoothly at that. Going on Queensland radio shortly. Brianna
was on local radio before.

12:24
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki: principle 1 - balance of copyright owner and user
interests; local and international; indigenous too

12:24
pm

plasmaegg: we need to balance our interests against the wider interests of the
world to contribute to the global commons #glam-wiki

12:25
pm

plasmaegg: Australia is a net importer of information #greenlead #glam-wiki

12:25
pm

pru: Graham refers to Australia as 98% importer of information and
2% exporter #GLAM-WIKI

12:25
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki Greenleaf: Australia is 2% exporter of knowledge,
98% importer - so need and duty to help global commons

12:27
pm

granleese: Graham Greenleaf quoting Terry Cutler: "Australia is a 98%
importer, 2% exporter of information/content" #GLAM-WIKI

12:28
pm

Jim_Croft: @ccAustralia great presentation - useful (cc) overview. #glamwiki

12:28
pm

Wittylama: Now is the first sessions in #GLAM-WIKI where we will be
giving each other suggestions and ideas. Let's hope we can get
some great ideas.

12:28
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki Greenleaf: princ 2: copyright should be limited to
expressions not facts or ideas

12:29
pm

pru: Australian publications should be preserved to ensure they are
available to the public for re-use when copyright expires
#GLAM-WIKI

12:29
pm
12:30
pm
12:31
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Copyright talk is good. Can slides be added to
slideshare or to the wiki site do u know Liam?
ccAustralia: #glam-wiki Greenleaf: princ 4: Australian culture should be
preserved, and access provides preservation.
lyndakelly61: You know what, #GLAM-WIKI is actually running, smoothly at
that.Going on Qld radio shortlyBrianna was on local radio before
(via @Wittylama)

12:31
pm

granleese: GLAMs need to make the massive amount of Australian
archived content more readily available to counter this "cultural
deficit" #GLAM-WIKI

12:31
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki: Greenleaf: preservation is pointless without access and should be using newest tech to access

12:32
pm

plasmaegg: @willozap thought it was a interesting stat - australia as a whole
contributes little to the global commons apparently #glam-wiki

12:33
pm

CraigThomler: RT @ccAustralia: #glam-wiki Greenleaf: Australia is 2%
exporter of knowledge, 98% importer - so need and duty to help
global commons #gov2au

12:33
pm

bumphead: Statutory copyright licenseswere created for the photocopy age,
not online age ( Delia Brown)#glam-wiki

12:33
pm

littlehigh: We need a fair use exception in Australia says Prof Graham
Greenleaf CLPC and AustL11. Yes!! #glam-wiki

12:33
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki Greenleaf: princ 5: Oz needs fair use (or similar),
and protection for orphan work use

12:33
pm

Jim_Croft: educators like open content because they can modify it for local
circumstances #glam-wiki

12:35
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki Greenleaf: princ 6: collecting soc are good, but is it
good policy to rely on royalties eg to support GLAM?

12:35
pm

Jim_Croft: It is on the agenda RT @elyw @lyndakelly61 Atlas of Living
Australia & wikipedia.Specimen digitisation from uploaded
images? #ala #GLAM-WIKI

12:36
pm
12:36
pm
12:36
pm
12:38
pm
12:39
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki GReenleaf princ 7: copyright law should support
voluntary licensing like @creativecommons
plasmaegg: #greenleaf advocates for clarity of being able to put stuff in the
public domain - currently have to wait for Copyright to expire
#glam-wiki
ccAustralia: #glam-wiki doh! battery gone
granleese: I predict a rush for powerpoints to charge laptops at lunch at
#GLAM-WIKI .. My 5yo PowerBook needs it's own coal
powered station these days
pru: disproportionate penalties and criminalisation re copyright create
restrictive risk-adverse policies. #GLAM-WIKI

12:40
pm

plasmaegg: #greenleaf advocating making PSI freely available - good man!
#glam-wiki

12:43
pm

Jim_Croft: ...99 ...100 ...change battery ...miss a stroke ... #glam-wiki

12:44
pm

pru: #GLAM-WIKI GLAMorous Australian mascot: Norman
Lindsay's The Magic Pudding (1918) http://bit.ly/KLJIq

12:44
pm

plasmaegg: the magic pudding is teh perfect allegory for the public domain
#greenleaf #glam-wiki

12:46
pm
12:48
pm
12:49
pm

felixexplody: our official GLAM mascot is the magic pudding, perfect!
#GLAM-WIKI
plasmaegg: adn the wifi has crawled to a halt! #glam-wiki
piers_higgs: Looking at deeply moving exhibitions in AWM. Thinking about
#glam-wiki from a customer perspective.

12:51
pm

Jim_Croft: allegorical motif RT @pru: #GLAM-WIKI GLAMorous
Australian mascot: Norman Lindsay's The Magic Pudding (1918)
http://bit.ly/KLJIq

12:54
pm

Jim_Croft: @plasmaegg #glam-wiki #wifi working for me - times out needs refresh login every 30 min or so

12:55
pm

artech05: GLAM might choose a non-commercial CC licence to provide
flexibility for future commercialisation #GLAM-WIKI

12:57
pm

artech05: Tim Hart asks about CC - interfacing with 3rd parties means
negotiating differing notions of risk #GLAM-WIKI

1:03
pm

paulabray: Delia Brown #glam-wiki do we need a CC education license
glam needs to work more closely with the education sector

1:04
pm

piawaugh: @sebchan Haha! Yes we need a little V! I was at #GLAM-WIKI
this morning, but had to leave, will be back in the morn. Great
content!

1:04
pm

paulabray: #glam-wiki Delia browne-it is ok to fail-we need to learn from
this

1:09
pm

plasmaegg: meta-data is important - wikimedia wants to know what we have!
let alone get original content! #glam-wiki

1:10
pm

plasmaegg: wikis for dummies - I mean senior management via anon #glamwiki

1:14
pm

plasmaegg: collection policies are important - define rights on acquisition makes it easier later - goes for all PSI #glam-wiki

1:47
pm

plasmaegg: http://twitpic.com/cxwxv #glam-wiki crowd

2:02
pm
2:13
pm

ghwhitbread: #glam-wiki wiki Specimens ?
nambor: very interesting project on australian newspapers
http://ndpbeta.nla.gov.au #glam-wiki

2:13
pm

littlehigh: Rose Holley Newspapers Project presenting. Stunning Project.
Comes out of beta today. 5 million user sponsored corrections
#glam-wiki

2:14
pm

Jim_Croft: wikimedia are interested in facilitation partnerships to generate a
revenue stream RT @ghwhitbread: #glam-wiki wiki Specimens #glam-wiki

2:15
pm

pru: For all the hours saved reading historical news on microfilm by
NDP http://bit.ly/sUJca please contribute corrections and tags
#GLAM-WIKI

2:16
pm

littlehigh: Sorry should have said. National Library Australia Newspaper
project. 5000 regis users plus open correction, tagging,
comments. #glam-wiki

2:16
pm

plasmaegg: some contributors to the NLA newspaper website spending 40
hours a week correcting OCR and work full time #glam-wiki

2:16
pm

bumphead: #glam-wiki

2:17
pm

plasmaegg: RT @pru: For all the hrs saved reading hist news on microfilm
by NDP http://bit.ly/sUJca please contribute corrections and tags
#GLAM-WIKI

2:17
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki National Library talking about their Australia
Newspaper portal beta site http://tiny.cc/uooHh

2:18
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki crowd sourced volunteers working up to 40 hours a
week (!) to improve N

2:18
pm

jamesmatheson: Just gave my 10minute #customware sponsor plug at #glamwiki. First time I gave presented to so many sandwich wielding
delegates!

2:19
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki crowd sourced volunteers working up to 40 hours a
week (!) to improve NLA's metadata

2:19
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki NLA feared vandalism, but found volunteers were
very careful once trust was placed in them

2:20
pm

plasmaegg: users were surprised that the NLA newspaper site was not
moderated - but were excited about being trusted #glam-wiki

2:21
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki they gave volunteers free for all with no moderation,
and they asked for rules. people want boundaries

2:21
pm

plasmaegg: Rose Holly - users want some rules and some guidance - #glamwiki #NLA

2:22
pm

artech05: Rose Holley librarians as gate keepers should be opening as well
as closing doors #GLAM-WIKI

2:22
pm

jonnybrownbill: Editing an article translation on the NLA's Australian Newspaper
archive site http://bit.ly/1bjChP You can do it too! #glam-wiki

2:22
pm

Timh01: We need to try crowdsource cataloguing for museum collection
data! #glam-wiki

2:22
pm
2:22
pm
2:23
pm

pru: Rose Holley "Gatekeepers should also be opening doors, not just
closing them" #GLAM-WIKI
littlehigh: Gatekeeping ? Librarians can open doors as well as close them.
Rose Holley NLA #glam-wiki
fatmid: wsihes he was at #glam-wiki

2:23
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki NLA assumption 1: if material was on wikipedia,
people wouldn't come to NLA site

2:24
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki NLA solution - work with google to get proper
indexing, link to NLA from wikipedia, pull wiki material to NLA
site

2:24
pm

littlehigh: NLA Newpaper project connects to both Google News Archive
and Wikipedia. Have even made pages in Wikipedia to make the
link #glam-wiki

2:26
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki result for NLA was massive increase in referals from
search engines and wikipedia

2:26
pm

granleese: NLA AU Newspaper site a success story of publicly funded
organisation crowd sourcing to increase quality http://tiny.cc/
uooHh #GLAM-WIKI

2:27
pm

nambor: persistent identifiers at the paper, page and article level - cool!
#NLA #glam-wiki

2:27
pm

Timh01: Persistent URL's an addition to the Digitisation Working Group
agenda for tomorrow. #glam-wiki

2:28
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki but clear copyright status is necessary - NLA could
improve this. Policy is open, but averse to clear licensing

2:28
pm

CraigThomler: RT @plasmaegg: users were surprised that the NLA newspaper
site was not moderated - but were excited about being trusted
#glam-wiki #gov2au

2:28
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki from start had open API and source code policy want other institutions to build own resources

2:28
pm

jonnybrownbill: Add "cite this" to resources with persistent identifiers - bookmark
this, digg this, share this, email this, cite this... #glam-wiki

2:29
pm
2:29
pm

plasmaegg: NLA has a site on sourceforge for opensource software used to
generate newspaper site #glam-wiki
pru: NLA sharing code for their NDP delivery system. Which GLAM
is going to pick it up now? #GLAM-WIKI

2:29
pm
2:30
pm
2:31
pm

nambor: NLA have opensourced the software hoping people will use it for
manuscripts, etc too - also have an open search API #glam-wiki
#opendata
littlehigh: National Library Australia Newspaper project is all open source
plus there is an API #glam-wiki
catspyjamasnz: RT @pru: Rose Holley "Gatekeepers should also be opening
doors, not just closing them" #GLAM-WIKI <-- hear, hear

2:34
pm

ccAustralia: NLA now looking for other projects to open up to volunteer
transcribers and metadata contributors #glam-wiki

2:35
pm

ccAustralia: #glam-wiki NLA: public + glam sector = superpower!

2:35
pm
2:36
pm
2:36
pm

bumphead: #glam-wiki power to the people(tools & data)
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki rules are made to be broken - gotta love that!
ccAustralia: NLA: letting go of some control resulted in massive benefit
#glam-wiki

2:37
pm

bumphead: #glam-wiki Rose (NLA) give up library rules

2:37
pm

Jim_Croft: Rose Holley, Australian Newspapers Digitisation, National
Library of Australia: crowdsourcing transcription #glam-wiki
http://bit.ly/7zbbv

2:38
pm

bumphead: #glam-wiki ken finch: leviathan. The enlightment compared to
now

2:39
pm

littlehigh: http://ndp.nla.gov.au. Australian Newspaper Project. Goes
formally live today. Lovely jublie #glam-wiki

2:40
pm

granleese: RT @littlehigh: National Library Australia Newspaper project is
all open source plus there is an API #glam-wiki

2:41
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Nice summary here by @littlehigh :
http://tinyurl.com/l52qk3

2:41
pm

jonnybrownbill: Great case study from Rose Holley of the NLA - and it's out of
beta today! http://bit.ly/sUJca #glam-wiki

2:42
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Q: do we need libraries anymore given competition
for knowledge? A: yes but in a different form

2:42
pm

bumphead: #glam-wiki are libariries needed anymore?

2:42
pm
2:43
pm
2:44
pm

ccAustralia: NLA now talking about changing role of libraries - are they
being replaced by google? #glam-wiki
pru: Lovely connection between Wikimedia manifesto and Australia's
first newspaper Sydney Gazette 5 March 1803 http://bit.ly/E45kz
#GLAM-WIKI
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Libaray session is great! Really making us think
about what business we are in

2:44
pm

ccAustralia: Google book settlement threatens to lock books up in the hands
of a corporation #glam-wiki

2:44
pm

plasmaegg: libraries are still needed for long term preservation access, not
constrained by commercial pressures, universal access #glamwiki

2:45
pm
2:45
pm

ccAustralia: user-pays culture threatens to lead to outsourcing of libraries,
census etc #glam-wiki
Jim_Croft: @ccAustralia yep, google works for me :) just have to sort the
wheat from chaff #glam-wiki

2:46
pm

ccAustralia: switch in focus from libraries as collections to libraries as service
providers - need to release control #glam-wiki

2:48
pm

Jim_Croft: #NLA 'single business project' - single search showing context text, images, multimedia. #glam-wiki

2:48
pm

plasmaegg: NLA looking at Single Business project - making all Australia
library holdings - searchable from one box #glam-wiki

2:49
pm

ccAustralia: Wikipedia tags, bios and descriptions are vital resource for glam
#glam-wiki

2:51
pm

ccAustralia: NLA wants a tag commons - so everyone's speaking the same
language #glam-wiki

2:52
pm

Jim_Croft: @lyndakelly61 Books? pfff! give me the data. give me the
information #glam-wiki. encouraged by descriptions of new roles
for libraries

2:52
pm

plasmaegg: got some serious brain fuzz after sandwiches for lunch... #glamwiki

2:53
pm

ccAustralia: can wikipedia deep link to catalogue of libraries #glam-wiki

2:55
pm

ccAustralia: NLA: the solution to the commercial threat to libraries is opening
up to interactivity with users #glam-wiki

2:55
pm
2:55
pm

plasmaegg: freedom is a bigger game then power, power is about control,
freedom is about what you can unleash - Harriet Ruben #glamwiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki "Freedom is a bigger game than power, power is
about what you can control, freedom is about what you can
unleash" Harriet Ruben

2:56
pm

nambor: Great quote: "power is about what you can control, freedom is
about what you can unleash" Harriet Ruben #glam-wiki #NLA

2:56
pm

adriankhall: RT @nambor: Great quote: "power is about what you can
control, freedom is about what you can unleash" Harriet Ruben
#glam-wiki #NLA

2:57
pm

bumphead: #glam-wiki ken finch proposed a tagging commons

2:59
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki NLA found volunteers want to be part of an online
community

2:59
pm

paulhagon: @bumphead <sarcasm>Do we still need museums or galleries?
Can't we just read about the items & see photos on
wikipedia?</sarcasm> #glam-wiki

2:59
pm
3:01
pm

nambor: NLA "single business" project is really interesting & embedding
libraries into broader infosphere - really keeping them relevant
#glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki The more people are online the more they want to
see the real thing, that's the point of difference we have, let's
embrace that

3:02
pm

bumphead: #glam-wiki will NLA become the tag/PI exchange for the sector?

3:02
pm

Jim_Croft: RT @plasmaegg: "freedom is a bigger game than power, power
is about control, freedom is about what you can unleash" Harriet
Ruben #glam-wiki

3:03
pm

littlehigh: Last quote on power control wrong attribution. Sorry. Havnt got
right name. It was the other NLA presenter. #glam-wiki

3:06
pm

Timh01: @lyndakelly61 I absolutely agree - our point of difference and
best strenght is experience - Come and see the real thing! #glamwiki

3:12
pm

ccAustralia: Brianna Laugher, President of #wikimedia Australia giving use a
guide to wikimedia functionality #glam-wiki

3:13
pm

pru: RT @bumphead: #glam-wiki will NLA become the tag/PI
exchange for the sector?

3:16
pm

privatemusings: following the #glam-wiki conference - loving this one "power is
about what you can control, freedom is about what you can
unleash"

3:20
pm

plasmaegg: meta-data has been raised again - data about your data is an
essential first step... #glam-wiki

3:21
pm

lyndakelly61: RT Last quote on power control wrong attribution. Sorry. Havnt
got right name. #glam-wiki (via @littlehigh) d/w it's already
been tweeted

3:23
pm

privatemusings: @everyone at #glam-wiki - I'm checking in and demand a tweet
back! (plus I'm interested to see if twitter is two way
communication?....)

3:24
pm

nambor: great opportunity to use wikipedia pages to collaborate on
defining GLAM metadata needed..lots to learn from
microformats group #glam-wiki

3:25
pm

nambor: @privatemusings demand is a very strong word #glam-wiki

3:27
pm

pru: Major #GLAM-WIKI technical issues: storage, metadata, linking
to images rather than replicating on Wikimedia Commons

3:30
pm

ajfisher: RT @nambor Great quote: "power is about what you can control,
freedom is about what you can unleash" Harriet Ruben #glamwiki #NLA

3:39
pm
3:39
pm

piawaugh: Nice @ajfisher RT @nambor Great quote: "power is about what
you can control, freedom is about what you can unleash" Harriet
Ruben #glam-wiki
ghwhitbread: #ANZAC biscuits at the Australian War Memorial #glam-wiki

3:40
pm

piawaugh: @privatemusings just replying :) I think Twitter is mostly useful
for 2-way comms, links to other resources, and crowd feedback
#glam-wiki

3:46
pm

johnw3lls: RT @ccAustralia: Brianna Laugher, President of #wikimedia
Australia giving use a guide to wikimedia functionality #glamwiki

3:47
pm

johnw3lls: RT @ccAustralia: NLA wants a tag commons - so everyone's
speaking the same language #glam-wiki

3:50
pm

nambor: @sebchan up talking about "where does the money come from?"
#glam-wiki

3:50
pm

trib: @nambor how did I miss #glam-wiki? Where is it on?

3:51
pm

plasmaegg: #glam-wiki @sebchan wheres the money going to come from?
there is no money for digitizing.. we all know this?

3:53
pm

nambor: @trib War Memorial - very interesting and great discussions
#glam-wiki

3:53
pm
3:55
pm

Jim_Croft: trans Tasman alliance #amw #ftw! RT @ghwhitbread: #ANZAC
biscuits at the Australian War Memorial #glam-wiki
trib: @nambor I may have been blind, but was it well-publicised?
Anything on Gov .0 list for example... #glam-wiki

3:55
pm

lyndakelly61: @trib Join museum 3.0 to keep up to date with our sector:
http://museum30.ning.com/ #glam-wiki

3:56
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki At the education session, recognise WP is where
people/studnets go for info, recognise this, work with it dont try
to stop it

3:58
pm

plasmaegg: smithsonian - attempts to monetize access to musuem content is
not sustainable - undermine our civic mission #glam-wiki
#sebchan

4:00
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki It's all about giving access to knowledge, not holding
on to it. Access=better understanding

4:01
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki WP is now thought of as a reliable source. Issue is
how to get public engagemnnet back on agenda of academics

4:02
pm
4:02
pm
4:04
pm
4:05
pm
4:07
pm

nambor: good discussion about if Australian cultural content online
matches our proportion of world population..nation-based market
share #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki academics want to gain glory whereas WP is
anonymous that mite be the barrier?
plasmaegg: business models for GLAM institutions is to get people in the
door,does this need to move to getting access to the knowledge
base #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki listening to @artech05
malbooth: regards to all @ #glam-wiki

4:07
pm
4:07
pm
4:09
pm
4:10
pm

Wittylama: just had the video from [[John quiggin]] at #GLAM-WIKI who is
also a wikipedian. Now Angelina russo from #museum3. seb
chan going strong!
chess65: enjoying the #glam-wiki tweets, i'm virtually there
AngelineDowell: business models for GLAM institutions is to get people in the
door,does this need to move to getting access to the knowledge
base #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Pru, angelina raise many interesting questions

4:10
pm

nambor: GLAM's don't have business models they have value models but need to make their digital popularity more visible #glam-wiki

4:12
pm

Jim_Croft: museums 3.0 - social media for the collections community of the
future - http://museum30.ning.com/ - #glam-wiki

4:12
pm

piers_higgs: Funding, return on investment, key performance indicators
#glam-wiki

4:15
pm

plasmaegg: the GLAM sector need more money to get their information
online - but need to demonstrate value model to get it... #glamwiki

4:16
pm

plasmaegg: but shouldn't it be more about the value Australia the nation puts
on access to this information and how it can be leveraged #glamwiki

4:16
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Pru: do as a single voice - dont duplicate. My theory
is write once, publish widely - http://tinyurl.com/n68kvl

4:16
pm

Jim_Croft: @piers_higgs bureaucratspeak, $$$, crass, filthy lucre... repent!
#glam-wiki

4:17
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Visibility and discoverability are the problems, not
lack of content

4:17
pm

plasmaegg: RT @Jim_Croft: @piers_higgs bureaucratspeak, $$$, crass,
filthy lucre... repent! #glam-wiki

4:19
pm

felixexplody: how can wikipedia benefit and contribute to education in
Australia and worldwide? #GLAM-WIKI missing @sebchan
speak. again! boo.

4:21
pm

plasmaegg: what is the value of GLAM - economic, social, cultural, direct,
indirect - #glam-wiki

4:29
pm

plasmaegg: http://0xdb.org/ @sebchan dreams of getting this much meta-data
for items in the PHM collection #glam-wiki

4:29
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Just as libraries have changed paradigm from books
to readers museums should from visitors to learners

4:32
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @elyw says we are trying hard to get stuff up there
with many good collaborations

4:36
pm

littlehigh: RT: @lyndakelly61 #glam-wiki Just as libraries have changed
paradigm from books to readers museums should from visitors to
learners

4:36
pm

trib: @lyndakelly61 just what I need is to be on *another* list;)
#glam-wiki Any chance of securing a place to come participate +
listen tomorrow?

4:36
pm

Jim_Croft: @lyndakelly61 @elyw cf. Australia's Virtual Herbarium and
Atlas of Living Australia #avh #ala #glam-wiki #stuffonline

4:38
pm

pru: Students visiting museum with teacher-developed worksheet say
"just enjoy the exhib experience and do worksheet at home using
WP #GLAM-WIKI

4:39
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki See http://bit.ly/14P11r for my work with students &
what they want online

4:43
pm
4:44
pm
4:45
pm
4:48
pm
4:49
pm
4:50
pm
4:51
pm

pru: National Museum of Australia want students to be inquiring,
enjoying, engaging, researching and obsessing in their own time
#GLAM-WIKI
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki WP says web puts info out in a form that can be
reused & WP can help with this
hwakelam: RT @lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Just as libraries have changed
paradigm from books to readers museums should from visitors to
learners
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @pru Its easy for the NMA to say what they want
students to do, focus should be on what they want to do & how
we can assist
ThTBln: #glam-wiki participants are invited to the join the
#MuseumsWiki at http://museums.wikia.com
plasmaegg: hope the audio on the camera is picking up all the discussion at
@sebchan talk - its a great discussion #glam-wiki
TimEntwisle: RT @Jim_Croft: museums 3.0 - #glam-wiki - heard about at
lunch meeting of colls orgs early in year Good for #botanic
#gardens to participate

4:52
pm

lyndakelly61: @trib tweet to @wittylama who may be able to help #glam-wiki
(or else just turn up as there seems to be room) ;-)

4:54
pm

trib: @wittylama somehow I missed the existence of #glam-wiki. Any
chance I could attend tomorrow?

4:59
pm

Jim_Croft: the custodial instition. but try proving it. RT @piers_higgs: Who
has copyright on a data record of an observation of a species?
#glam-wiki

5:06
pm

artech05: museum 3.0 meetup. B bar. kingston. 6pm. #GLAM-WIKI

5:09
pm

artech05: 21 kennedy st kingston. museum 3:0 meetup #GLAM-WIKI

5:22
pm

nichtich: Australian conference on Galleries, Libraries, Archives,
Museums & Wikimedia http://wikimedia.org.au/wiki/GLAM
#GLAM-WIKI (today & tomorrow)

5:23
pm

missnae: Jessica coates describes copyright as an all pervasive beast in the
online environment at #glam-wiki

5:27
pm

piawaugh: @TimEntwisle Who was at #glam-wiki from botannic gardens? I
couldn't be there for the whole two days :/

5:27
pm

allisonhornery: RT @nambor: Great quote: "power is about what you can
control, freedom is about what you can unleash" Harriet Ruben
#glam-wiki #NLA

5:28
pm

piawaugh: This morning @wittylama described public knowledge like the
Magic Pudding - the more you eat, the more it grows. Nice
analogy :) #glam-wiki

5:35
pm

alistair_coe: is looking forward to participating in the #GLAM-WIKI
conference tomorrow http://www.wikimedia.org.au/wiki/GLAM/
Schedule

5:36
pm

granleese: intense sunset finish to intense day 1 of #GLAM-WIKI in
Canberra. Now we're off to the pub http://twitpic.com/cyh4h

5:38
pm

alistair_coe: is looking forward to participating in the #GLAM-WIKI
conference tomorrow http://www.wikimedia.org.au/wiki/GLAM/
Schedule

5:41
pm

avatar: RT @ThTBln: #glam-wiki participants are invited to the join the
#MuseumsWiki at http://museums.wikia.com

5:42
pm

alistair_coe: is looking forward to participating in the Wikimedia conference
tomorrow http://www.wikimedia.org.au/wiki/GLAM/Schedule
#GLAM-WIKI

5:54
pm

paulhagon: Off to catch up with some of the #GLAM-WIKI crowd

6:03
pm

piers_higgs: #glam-wiki very useful - even if just to have time to think about
possibilities...

6:17
pm

Jim_Croft: bleeding obvious #ftw! ;) RT @snomelf: Seb is pointing out we
have fiscal problems in funding digitisation #glam-wiki

6:20
pm

nambor: naively thought #glam-wiki may have been all about coming to
terms with tech..fascinated that it's all be about emotional &
cultural impacts

6:23
pm

plasmaegg: #glam-wiki went well today - not sure if the wikimedians are
going to have a lot of concrete actions by the end of it but good
discussion

6:25
pm

thornet: Catching up on #GLAM-Wiki coverage. Galleries, Libraries,
Archives, Museums & Wikimedia conference in Australia:
http://is.gd/24xMK

6:47
pm

guetty5: RT @thornet: Catching up on #GLAM-Wiki coverage. Galleries,
Libraries, Archives, Museums & Wikimedia conference in
Australia: http://is. ...

6:49
pm

lyndakelly61: Oh no! I've ended up at b-bar with @thart01 again!! #glam-wiki

6:50
pm

ConManAU: Very impressed by #GLAM-WIKI day 1 and associated tweets.
Must rib @dbryantsa about hailstorms.

6:52
pm

Jim_Croft: reviewing #glam-wiki notes of the day. the amabiguous and
unresolvalbe #glam-wiki #hastag is a major #fail. lesson: don't
punctuate hashtags

6:52
pm

ConManAU: @plasmaegg It gives us something to work from.The summary
session tomorrow will prove interesting. #GLAM-WIKI

6:54
pm

Jim_Croft: C'mon guys - #glam-wiki wasn't *that* good! RT @piers_higgs:
@snomelf and @elyw are dancing again...

6:56
pm

carobotero: @thornet Catching up on #GLAM-Wiki coverage. Galleries,
Libraries, Archives, Museums & Wikimedia conference in
Australia: http://is.gd/24xMK

6:57
pm

workshoptalk: RT: @thornet Catching up on #GLAM-Wiki coverage. Galleries,
Libraries, Archives, Museums & Wikimedia conferen..
http://bit.ly/et6W8

7:54
pm

Jim_Croft: @piawaugh @ghwhitbread and I... we spoke, comrade
SoftwareFreedomFighter... (@TimEntwisle Who was at #glamwiki from botanic gardens?)

7:56
pm

Jim_Croft: @piawaugh did you want to talk about anything in particular
botanicoid or plantesque? Friday? #glam-wiki

8:03
pm

felixexplody: hanging out with senator scott ludlum, as you do. Debacle is i
#GLAM-WIKI hit, if i do say so myself!

8:43
pm

paulabray: Just heard @sebchan say "I am not sharing" #glam-wiki
http://yfrog.com/5dn3usj

8:53
pm

pws1959: RT @littlehigh Gatekeeping ? Librarians can open doors as well
as close them. Rose Holley NLA #glam-wiki

8:54
pm

lyndakelly61: Everyone RT!! Just heard @sebchan say "I am not sharing"
#glam-wiki http://yfrog.com/5dn3usj (via @paulabray) we
coulda told ya that!

8:54
pm

lyndakelly61: @trib ya coming tomorrow? #glam-wiki

8:57
pm

pws1959: RT @littlehigh #glam-wiki Two year waiting list to join Flickr
Commons. Did you know that. I didn't

9:14
pm

trib: @lyndakelly61 I may be babysitting an unwell cat... Will try.
#glam-wiki

9:14
pm

trib: @lyndakelly61 haven't heard from @Wittylama so don't know
whether it's okay #glam-wiki

9:43
pm

Wittylama: @trib roll up roll up to #GLAM-WIKI day two tomorrow!

10:19
pm

bumphead: we've got work to do #glam-wiki

10:39
pm

trib: @Wittylama ta heaps! #GLAM-WIKI

10:46
pm

Wittylama: Ahhh sleep. (via @sebchan) me too... See all you #GLAM-WIKI
folk tomorrow!

August 7, 2009
4:19
am

wikisignpost: Roundup of the first day of #glam-wiki from @pfctdayelise on
identi.ca (where all the cool kids are): http://tr.im/vKD3

7:06
am

Jim_Croft: omg #glam-wiki! we might have to talk to each other! RT
@fak3r: Twitter receiving a DDoS attack as of one hour ago
http://bit.ly/OIz9N

8:14
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki what business models do miseums operate under?
Are we revenue raising or spending? Govt is our biggest funder

8:16
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki business model is to demonstrate our usefulness to
govt & get them to fund us (michaelh)

8:29
am

Jim_Croft: @lyndakelly61 and govt is our biggest/most important client?
#glam-wiki

8:29
am

granleese: about to start #GLAM-WIKI again on this crisp Canberra day
http://twitpic.com/czjhz

8:47
am

plasmaegg: @KateLundy is keynoting this morning at #glam-wiki - we are in
some kind of technological vortex in this generation

8:48
am

ccAustralia: Back at #glam-wiki for day 2 - Senator Kate Lundy talking about
government policy and open

8:50
am

ccAustralia: Lundy: motivations of collecting institutions should be to make
their collections as accessible as possible #glam-wiki

8:51
am
8:51
am
8:51
am

trib: At #glam-wiki where @katelundy is resetting the agenda for the
govt - openness, access and the NBN
paulabray: #glam-wiki -Senator Kate Lundy-limiting access to content in the
public domain is inappropriate
Timh01: Kate Lundy just said "Treasure House" Institutions! (for my
Victorian colleagues) #glam-wiki

8:52
am

plasmaegg: http://twitpic.com/czndw Kate Lundy talking it up at #glam-wiki

8:52
am

Jim_Croft: senator Kate Lundy speaking on communication, the access
national broadband network #nbn #glam-wiki

8:53
am

piawaugh: @katelundy keynoting at #glam-wiki - she posted her speech last
night http://tinyurl.com/mg7ctn for those not here in person :)

8:53
am
8:53
am

plasmaegg: under current funding digitizing at National Archive will take
another 350 years... more funding announced under digital
deluge #glam-wiki
granleese: Sen @KateLundy: "proud to be part of Government comitted to
openness.." err, at least her plus about 2 others are #GLAMWIKI

8:54
am

jonnybrownbill: Listening to Senator Kate Lundy - read along at http://bit.ly/
1rLzUw #glam-wiki

8:55
am

nambor: Kate Lundy keynote at #glam-wiki http://twitpic.com/cznwn "we
all should be able to freely access our cultural assets"

8:55
am

Timh01: Digitisation is a well known issue - great for a senator to say that,
Digital Deluge Project - 805K to plan NFSA & NLA digi film
#glam-wiki

8:55
am

ccAustralia: See @katelundy speech at http://tiny.cc/QOEbH #glam-wiki

8:57
am

lyndakelly61: RT Listening to Senator Kate Lundy - read along at http://bit.ly/
1rLzUw #glam-wiki (via @jonnybrownbill)

8:58
am

ccAustralia: @katelundy: application of old copyright to digital works was
'pavlovian' - didn't think about why were were digitising #glamwiki

8:58
am

piers_higgs: Cool - federal senator talking open standards! #glam-wiki

9:01
am

plasmaegg: yay @KateLundy evangelizing geocoding of our inforation...
score one for GIS geeks #glam-wiki

9:03
am

plasmaegg: time to make the digital doors to be as open as the doors of the
institutions on lake burley griffin #glam-wiki

9:03
am
9:03
am
9:05
am
9:06
am
9:08
am
9:09
am

jonnybrownbill: Lundy and Lessig - Conversations at Copyright Futures podcast
http://bit.ly/1LoVZD #glam-wiki
Timh01: Canberra Centenary 2013 - opportunities! #glam-wiki
trib: Wifi at #glam-wiki is kinda sluggish
Jim_Croft: Senator Kate Lundy -perhaps the first polly to talk sensibly on
cultural institutions & digital data management & the future #ftw
#glam-wiki
ccAustralia: @katelundy: prospect of ubiquitous national network changes
everything - will require higher level of scrutiny on copyright
#glam-wiki
plasmaegg: the NBN going to change everything? @KateLundy thinks so - it
will provide the push to liberating our cultural content #glamwiki

9:09
am
9:10
am

Timh01: Kate Lundy - "NBN will change everything" - mmm.. we will
see - I like what I am hearing from her #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Panel about to start. Impressive lineup

9:11
am

Jim_Croft: Senator Kate Lundy on digital information policy #glam-wiki
http://twitblo.gs/NHdDN1

9:12
am

ccAustralia: massive panel on public copyright, including @katelundy,
@sebchan and Ian Macdonald of the Copyright Council #glamwiki

9:13
am

plasmaegg: Paul Reynolds NLA #glam-wiki http://yfrog.com/bas6ij

9:13
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @littlehigh says we are in middle of a cultural &
learning revolution led by online. Capability, connectivity &
content are key

9:13
am

Timh01: Paul Reynolds - NZ Capability Connectivity and Content the
3C's #glam-wiki

9:13
am

nambor: Very full panel session up now at #glam-wiki http://twitpic.com/
czqxe http://twitpic.com/czr02

9:14
am

plasmaegg: Panel at #glam-wiki http://yfrog.com/5k88inj

9:14
am

piers_higgs: "Our job to invent the future, not our childrens" #glam-wiki

9:14
am

ccAustralia: Paul Reynolds: it's our job to create the digital future - not our
children #glam-wiki

9:15
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @littlehigh Why are we allowing our children to
invent our future? We need to!

9:16
am

Kate__Stone: Reynolds 'it's up to us not our children to shape our future'
meaning not to let them deal with it because its a young p's game
#Glam-wiki

9:16
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @littlehigh building a community of practice is key
need for future

9:16
am

piawaugh: #glam-wiki Paul Reynolds presents 3 C's "Capability,
connectivity & content". He calls ppl to take responsibility & not
leave 2 next gen

9:16
am
9:17
am
9:17
am
9:17
am
9:17
am

ccAustralia: @littlehigh challenge - if schools don't force children to learn in
a collaborative environment they should be shut down #glamwiki
jonnybrownbill: Paul Reynolds: If organisations don't have a digital strategy shut 'em down! #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @littlehigh digital is now utterly ordinary, every org
needs strong digital strategy based on collaboration - if not shut
them!
plasmaegg: digital is ordinary, organisations without a strong vibrant digital
presence built on collaboration should be shut down #reynolds
#glam-wiki
trib: Alistair Coe from the ACT Libs looks about 15 years old...
#glam-wiki

9:17
am

piawaugh: #glam-wiki Paul Reynolds also said digital is now completely
ordinary, & ppl fighting it should be shut down. Awesome guy!

9:17
am

erikajoy: waiting at home for plumber reading #glam-wiki tweets from
@lyndakelly61 V interesting

9:18
am

Vexus_Nexus: @littlehigh all round stirling job opening panel discussion @
#glam-wiki (cheers for @digitalnz shout out too)

9:18
am

ccAustralia: Alistair Coe: making sure material is available is a risk
management issue for government - otherwise things get lost,
missed #glam-wiki

9:19
am

piawaugh: #glam-wiki Alistair Coe (Lib) says we need more open access to
data & a "definitive open source resource for Canberra". Nice!

9:19
am

granleese: Noteable #GLAM-WIKI panel: @Katelundy (ALP) @sebchan
(PHM) @alaister_coe (Libs) Ian Macdonald (C'right Cnl) Scott
Ludlum (Greens)

9:21
am
9:22
am

ccAustralia: Kylie Johnson, DEWHA: politicians are afraid be open cause
people might say bad things - but they already do on talkback
radio #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki less policy, more action - hear hear!

9:22
am

plasmaegg: excited to hear from Ludlam - have watching his contributions to
parliament #openaustralia hes been giving conroy heaps #glamwiki

9:23
am

ccAustralia: @katelundy: the public sphere events have proven talking openly
isn't scary http://tinyurl.com/kt4o4s #glam-wiki

9:23
am

ELYW: Scott Ludlum sounds like he's responsible for half the portfolios
in government! #GLAM-WIKI

9:24
am

plasmaegg: #ludlam giving us his bio - get tot the good stuff already #glamwiki

9:24
am

piawaugh: Argh, I wandered in a daze past @sebchan this morning in a
rush, will catch him in morning tea for more discussion! Sorry
Seb! #glam-wiki

9:24
am

plasmaegg: NBN is a really important piece of public infrastructure #glamwiki #ludlam

9:25
am

ELYW: national broadband network rollout - large to very large earlier
this year but what will we use it for? #GLAM-WIKI

9:25
am

ccAustralia: Senator Scott Ludlum: need to have a conversation about how
NBN will be used, not just technical #glam-wiki

9:25
am
9:26
am
9:26
am
9:27
am
9:27
am
9:27
am

piawaugh: Wiki stats for today http://wthashtag.com/Glam-wiki Over 566
Tweets from 72 tweeps in the last couple of days! #glam-wiki
ELYW: GLAM sector has allies in parliament - especially since we're not
asking for much except removal of barriers . #Ludlum #GLAMWIKI
ConManAU: Sen. Scott Ludlum: Know what you're asking for from the gov't.
Not asking for much budget-wise. #GLAM-WIKI
plasmaegg: #gov2au @sebchan representing #glam-wiki
Kate__Stone: No big ticket items? Haven't we been mentioning 'resourcing'
enough? #GLAM-wiki
plasmaegg: RT @ELYW: GLAM sector has allies in parliament - especially
since we're not asking for much except removal of barriers .
#Ludlum #GLAM-WIKI

9:28
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @sebchan we dont have as much available data
online as we think we do, much still locked up in files in paper
form

9:28
am

plasmaegg: RT @lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Scott: we are not really asking
for much, know what you're asking for, be clear, use allies
parliament

9:28
am

nambor: Yay @sebchan talking about the Internet of things #glam-wiki

9:29
am
9:29
am
9:29
am
9:30
am

granleese: Bipartisan consensus on open access to Public Sector
Information (PSI) by ALP, Libs and Greens is important
#GLAM-WIKI
ELYW: Seb Chan data from the past not easy to make accessible esp
when it's still written on paper and not yet digital #GLAM-WIKI
@thart01 re DWG
plasmaegg: wow @sebchan talking about information from systems and
buildings being available in addition to everything else #glamwiki
privatemusings: @katelundy and all at #glam-wiki - I'm hoping transcripts of
some speeches / presentations might be available? Keeping up by
tweet is hard!

9:30
am

nambor: Kylie from DEWA related all this to the Great Unwashed on
talkback radio - to me 1.0 GLAMs are the Great Unmashed!
#glam-wiki

9:30
am

plasmaegg: ian macdonald from copyright council - the party pooper #glamwiki :)

9:30
am

ELYW: Ian McDonald copyright council - the self proclaimed party
pooper. what are the cultural institutions really there for?
#GLAM-WIKI

9:31
am

Timh01: Gald the copyrigh guy (ian ?) wasn't hear yesterday! #glam-wiki

9:31
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Ian: what are we here for? The integrity of the
collection (think we're also here for the user/taxpayer I thought!)

9:32
am
9:33
am
9:34
am
9:34
am
9:34
am
9:35
am

piawaugh: #glam-wiki Ian McDonald, self-confessed "party pooper" Aus
Copyright Council. "Policy concern is integrity of works". So use
a CC BY-NC-ND?
nambor: Ian Macdonald spreading FUD about "letting it all go" - no
agenda there huh?! #glam-wiki
plasmaegg: RT @nambor: Ian Macdonald spreading FUD about "letting it all
go" - no agenda there huh?! #glam-wiki
Kate__Stone: copyright council guy self declared 'party pooper' at #GLAMwiki
trib: RT @nambor: Ian Macdonald spreading FUD about "letting it all
go" - no agenda there huh?! #glam-wiki
piers_higgs: Ian (Copyright) collecting institutions have responsibility to
protect downstream use of collections. #glam-wiki

9:35
am

ELYW: charging for access to our cultural assets - didn't we get past this?
Just what % of our budgets will this contribute? #GLAM-WIKI

9:36
am

Jim_Croft: #glam-wiki 'interesting' body language in room as (c) council
spiels. yes, 'interesting'...

9:36
am

Kate__Stone: copyright council guy (CCG) waves blazing red flag to the room
- giving it away doesn't lead to innovation' #GLAM-wiki

9:36
am

piawaugh: #glam-wiki Ian McDonald "Institutions shld chg 4 cultural works
2 "bulk-up" budgets. Wikimedian hacker stole 100m data" Was
public domain!

9:36
am

ELYW: 'consumptive' use of free content? claim that giving free access
doesn't lead to innovation. Disagree to that! #GLAM-WIKI

9:37
am

Kate__Stone: CCG unfortunately polarises without enlightening #GLAM-wiki

9:37
am

bsk61: @LibertyBasil - you gave in obviously. Did you go to #glamwiki yesterday?

9:37
am

granleese: Ian Macdonald (from Australian Copyright Council) casting a
dark cloud over #GLAM-WIKI with his pessimism.. audience
hissing anyone?

9:37
am

piers_higgs: Ian (Copyright): All about integrity, value, authoritative-ness.
Very different point of view #glam-wiki

9:38
am

riggsranch: #Glam-wiki Ian MacDonald misunderstands the types of
partnerships that will be mutually beneficial to everyone's goals.

9:38
am

nambor: I believe that using CC and allowing people to reuse/reinterperet
cultural content simply makes GLAMs more relevant as the
origin #glam-wiki

9:39
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @katelundy charter determines action: we have to
make our collections available to the public

9:39
am

nicsuzor: @piawaugh #glam-wiki what? they're really talking about
'stealing' and the PD images there?

9:41
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Smithsonian: virtual & physcal visitors have same
rights to learn. Digital strat: http://bit.ly/19veO5

9:42
am
9:42
am

trib: @piawaugh call him out. Or I can and will. And he's talking
about conflation! Ha! #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @litlehigh Next form of web will be social and
semantic and contextual

9:42
am

nambor: @littlehigh clearly casting Ian Macdonald's view as out-of-date
and pre-revolution #glam-wiki

9:42
am

piawaugh: #glam-wiki copyright council guy spinning like a top. He asserts
permissive (c) bad, access bad & tries 2 link to "responsible
shepherding"

9:43
am

piers_higgs: Interesting distinction "making available"/"giving away" #glamwiki

9:43
am

ELYW: next generation web will be ubiquitous, social and semantic .
Next gen a personal and contextual web - Paul Reynolds
#GLAM-WIKI

9:43
am
9:44
am
9:44
am
9:44
am
9:44
am
9:44
am
9:45
am

riggsranch: #Glam-wiki What does "shepherding" mean for cultural
institutions? Just because people can walk through the door,
doesn't mean they will.
nambor: @trib or at least throw some fruit if he mentions conflation again
#glam-wiki
jonnybrownbill: Smithsonian's Web and New Media strategy - a wiki sucess!
http://bit.ly/grwIV #glam-wiki
paulabray: #glam-wiki insert our assets into every node of the network
piers_higgs: "Put our stuff where people need to have it" #glam-wiki
pru: RT @elyw: next generation web will be ubiquitous, social and
semantic. Next gen a personal and contextual web - Paul
Reynolds #GLAM-WIKI
ELYW: Paul Reynolds -- we need to get GLAM assets to every node of
the semantic web and the rest is "analogue rock and roll"!
#GLAM-WIKI

9:45
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @sebchan need to put our assets where people are
looking for stuff as well as our own websites. Smithsonian
throws us challenge

9:45
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @sebchan the internet is global and we have to
embrace that

9:46
am

piawaugh: Perhaps Ian McDonald from Copyright Council is conflating
shepherds with wolves in relation to cultural institutions? ;)
#glam-wiki

9:47
am

nambor: @sebchan great points - with increasing digital fidelity & the
coming Internet of Things why FORCE ppl to go to phys
collections? #glam-wiki

9:48
am

Jim_Croft: #dbpedia as the #semantic view of #wikipedia - #glam-wiki

9:48
am

plasmaegg: smithsonian has thrown down a huge challenge to the rest of the
world - #glam-wiki we need to compete capture some mind
space @sebchan

9:48
am

piawaugh: RT ELYW Paul Reynolds -- "we need to get GLAM assets to
every node of the semantic web and the rest is "analogue rock
and roll"! #GLAM-WIKI

9:49
am

Kate__Stone: Lundy says need to look at Cultural institutions IT departments
#GLAM-wiki

9:49
am

jdub: Hoping @piawaugh gives Ian McDonald what-for! #glam-wiki

9:49
am

plasmaegg: goodwill will have to bust out all over #glam-wiki @KateLundy

9:50
am

nambor: +1 RT @piawaugh: Ian McDonald from Copyright Council is
conflating shepherds with wolves in relation to cultural
institutions? ;) #glam-wiki

9:50
am

piawaugh: @trib Go for it, I'm having fun watching and tweeting atm :) It
was perfect having him on the panel, got people riled up :)
#glam-wiki

9:51
am
9:51
am
9:52
am

Kate__Stone: Lundy describes govt's ICT reform program - handy to know
about #GLAM-wiki
ELYW: Sen Kate Lundy talking about Aus Govt Info Mgmt Office. Here
is AGIMO on wikipedia! http://bit.ly/1MPc9j #GLAM-WIKI
Jim_Croft: #smithsonian as the model for putting collections and cultural
data 'out there' - the challenge has be made. #glam-wiki

9:53
am

jonnybrownbill: Plenty of goodwill in the room, busting in little bursts! RT
@plasmaegg: goodwill will have to bust out all over #glam-wiki
@KateLundy

9:54
am

paulabray: #glam-wiki "goodwill will have to bust out all over" @katelundy

9:55
am

nambor: Kylie from DEWHA talking honestly about what it feels like
dealing with the current policy/guideline vacuum #glam-wiki
#AGIMO

9:56
am

plasmaegg: RT @nambor: Kylie from DEWHA talking honestly about what
it feels like dealing with the current policy/guideline vacuum
#glam-wiki #AGIMO

9:57
am

ELYW: Smithsonian digital and new media strategy : http://bit.ly/plIgk
#GLAM-WIKI

9:57
am

Timh01: Everyone is talking about CHANGE and some seem so scared lets have fun on the way! #glam-wiki

9:57
am

jonnybrownbill: 20 page Twitter strategy? http://bit.ly/v8Vqh Just wait til you see
ours! #glam-wiki

9:58
am

ELYW: @sebchan good point that government needs to become more
comfortable with risk - not all risk is bad. #GLAM-WIKI

9:58
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @sebchan Need to become comfortable with risk

9:59
am

piers_higgs: So, diagram time. Quantify effort & ROI (not just $) for each
"other" site orgs can work with (wiki, flickr, etc) #glam-wiki

10:00
am

granleese: Kylie Johnson (Dept EWHA) writing 1st dept social media
policy. Nothing exists in Govt yet, looking to Telstra/Powrhouse
examples #GLAM-WIKI

10:01
am

piawaugh: Also critique from @jasonwryan at http://bit.ly/3A27bc RT
jonnybrownbill 20 page Twitter strategy? http://bit.ly/v8Vqh
#glam-wiki

10:01
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @littlehigh how does anything get done in govt?!
Still ahve old ways of thinking - central & risk-averse

10:03
am

piawaugh: Jessica Coates about to ask question of panel at #glam-wiki. I'm
expecting serious WWF smackdown action! Jessica is awesome
@ccAustralia

10:03
am

riggsranch: I am very impressed by the participants here at the GLAM-Wiki
conference. Thoughtful, innovative with realistic
quiestions.#Glam-wiki

10:04
am
10:05
am
10:05
am

piawaugh: RT ELYW @sebchan good point that government needs to
become more comfortable with risk - not all risk is bad. #GLAMWIKI
ELYW: GILF project in Queensland treasury referred to as excellent
practice http://bit.ly/CojDU #GLAM-WIKI
lyndakelly61: RT Everyone is talking about CHANGE and some seem so
scared - lets have fun on the way! #glam-wiki (via @Timh01)
fun is good esp with MV cc!

10:05
am

Jim_Croft: govts centralized and risk averse - digital world the opposite @littlehigh - #glam-wiki

10:05
am

ConManAU: Hooray #GLAM-WIKI panel people are mentioning Bureau of
Stats. Sometimes my employer rocks.

10:06
am
10:07
am
10:07
am

plasmaegg: RT @piawaugh: #JessicaCoates about to ask q of panel at #glamwiki. I'm expecting WWF smackdown action! Jessica is
awesome @ccAustralia
lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @sebchan Articulate the value of public data &
make it available
Jim_Croft: @littlehigh @katelundy @sebchan love your work - #glam-wiki

10:07
am

absolut_todd: @nambor Im a little behind the times here, whats #glam-wiki ?

10:09
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Kylie - look here http://tinyurl.com/lzyx5w for
resources on social media strategies/policie. they've been
collected there

10:09
am

nambor: @katelundy making great points about open accessibility being
the goal not the problem! #glam-wiki

10:09
am

jonnybrownbill: Kate Lundy wants to see accessible collections as a KPI - so do
we! #glam-wiki

10:10
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @wittylama Can someone plz tweet the figures u
talked about in terms of tweeters & tweets at this event?

10:10
am
10:10
am
10:10
am
10:12
am
10:12
am

piawaugh: @katelundy "cultural institutions better fulfill their charter by
making cultural assets available to as many people as possible"
#glam-wiki
ELYW: @sebchan makes the point about how do we articulate the value
of cultural heritage to the 'citizenry'? We're not doing this well.
#GLAM-WIKI
nambor: RT @Jim_Croft: @littlehigh @katelundy @sebchan love your
work - #glam-wiki
ConManAU: Australian participation in social events e.g. museums & galleries
vs sports: http://bit.ly/1ah4fy #GLAM-WIKI
piers_higgs: Making collections available to public increases awareness &
value that public place on the collection which has flow on
effects #glam-wiki

10:12
am

ELYW: but in natural sciences the value proposition for collections and
data storage is better articulated - biodiversity conservation
#GLAM-WIKI

10:12
am

southoz: RT @pru RT @elyw: next generation web will be ubiquitous,
social & semantic. Next gen a personal & contextual web - Paul
Reynolds #GLAM-WIKI

10:12
am

paulabray: access to our collections should be in our KPI's @katelundy
#glam-wiki

10:13
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @katelundy @sebchan Need to change KPIs to be
about access (& IMV not just bums on seats to blockbuster
exhibtions!)

10:14
am

snomelf: #glam-wiki changing KPI's to make them about access!!!

10:15
am

ELYW: @sebchan change KPIs to be about access-let's not just focus on
revenue raising. But is local access more important than global?
#GLAM-WIKI

10:15
am

nambor: Jessica from CC should have been on the panel #glam-wiki

10:16
am

piers_higgs: @snomelf or about public value (harder to measure) #glam-wiki

10:16
am

piawaugh: Jessica "Institutions r source of authoritative version, but you'll
never have innovation unless you let people play!" #glam-wiki
SMACKDOWN!

10:18
am

plasmaegg: You only have to look at what happened to Csiro now they have
to make money to Support themselves #glam-wiki

10:18
am

piawaugh: RT @lyndakelly61 #glam-wiki @katelundy @sebchan Need to
change KPIs to be about access - Great policy suggestion!

10:20
am

lyndakelly61: RT #glam-wiki changing KPI's to make them about access!!! (via
@snomelf) yes but some will argue how do u make money on
this?!

10:20
am

snomelf: #glam-wiki since when has getting a metadata standard right
been simple - naive view

10:21
am

plasmaegg: I would have thought that cultural institutions would have had
access to collections by public as a major KPI #glam-wiki
messed up

10:22
am

kayozview: I'm sure I should know this but what are #glam-wiki and #quanda
(unrelated I know).

10:23
am

piawaugh: @snomelf Heh, simple compared to some of the other issues :)
Of course defining any standard is a lot of work. #glam-wiki

10:23
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Seems to be big expectations of The Government 2.0
taskforce: http://gov2.net.au/ Good luck @sebchan

10:23
am

Jim_Croft: #glam-wiki - need to reward access rather than great but
inaccessible holdings - this would be the best policy outcome for
#glam-wiki

10:25
am

Jim_Croft: #glam-wiki removal of the annual 'efficiency dividend' would be
great asset to collections but little cost to govt.

10:26
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki getting a metadata standard right not simple - naive
view (via @snomelf) But that's the problem complexity = xcuse
to do nothing!

10:26
am

Jim_Croft: #Glam-wiki - great morning session on policy in collections and
information management - now coffee!!

10:44
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki I'm now signing out Don't miss me too much!
Someone needs 2 ask why are we here & what does wikimedia
actually want from us.

10:55
am

piers_higgs: Quick tour of Wikimedia commons at #glam-wiki, then off to see
what comes out of my diagram cortex this arvo.

11:00
am

plasmaegg: wikimedia commons - there is a problem with fly by contributors
- need the community to help curate #glam-wiki

11:01
am

plasmaegg: the panel this morning was awesome - very excited about
momentum building in this space #glam-wiki

11:02
am
11:02
am
11:03
am
11:04
am
11:05
am

alistair_coe: just participated in a Wikimedia conference at the War Memorial
http://www.alistaircoe.com.au/2009/wikimedia/ #glam-wiki
wragge: And i'm missing all the fun at #glam-wiki. :-(
plasmaegg: wikimedia commons has a large proportion of original works which is not allowed at wikipedia #glam-wiki
piers_higgs: Wikimedia commons: growing fast, community longevity issues,
copyright issues (international & national), various quality
#glam-wiki
wragge: Thanks to @KateLundy for the Mapping our Anzacs mention at
#glam-wiki. Would like to do so much more.

11:09 pseudonymTrevor: I know: Australian ndp presentation was yesterday at #glam-wiki
am
but I so have a tech-crush on their collaborative text correction
prototype
11:11
am
11:22
am
11:22
am
11:23
am

plasmaegg: a lot of community activity on wiki-commons is about checking
content for appropriate copyright on content #glam-wiki
piers_higgs: Wikimedia commons: workflow to load images includes
licences/copyright. Hard stuff to deal with. #glam-wiki
Jim_Croft: #glam-wiki peeps should be aware of #bhl
http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/ - #ftw!
snomelf: waitng to be shown why Museums shld contrib to Wikipedia the attributn issue has to be front/centre and our content
uneditable #glam-wiki

11:24
am

plasmaegg: wow there are some many things that you could do online in
terms of volunteering you - wikicommons #glam-wiki

11:26
am

piers_higgs: @snomelf Are you asking "whats in it for me?" ;) #glam-wiki

11:27
am

artech05: RT @lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki Someone needs 2 ask why are
we here & what does wikimedia actually want from us. Will do!

11:28
am

artech05: RT @snomelf: why Museums shld contrib to Wikipedia? the
attributn issue has to be front/centre and our content uneditable
#glam-wiki

11:28
am

nambor: @snomelf the attribution & reference to your original is critical but "uneditable"...that's ridiculous...your original is that! #glamwiki

11:30
am

artech05: RT @ELYW: @sebchan how do we articulate the value of
cultural heritage to the 'citizenry'? We're not doing this well.
#GLAM-WIKI

11:33
am

Jim_Croft: oh, you guys were at 'clam-wiki' then?RT @snomelf:
@piers_Higgs I'm not quite that shellfish , tho I love oysters
#glam-wiki

11:33
am

piers_higgs: Thanks #glam-wiki. Blog post coming later once fermentation/
digestion complete.

11:45
am

lyndakelly61: RT the attributn issue has to be front/centre and our content
uneditable #glam-wiki (via @snomelf) y? We Need to harvest
community 4 input

11:45
am

Timh01: The copyright discussions are taking too much of our time and
effort lets keep some perspective & focus on the big picture
issues #glam-wiki

11:46
am

artech05: RT @Timh01: copyright discussions are taking too much time &
effort. lets keep some perspective & focus on the big picture
issues #glam-wiki

11:47
am

pru: Tech strand stuck on copyright issues again. Indigenous moral
rights complexity and CC - GLAM to take leadership? #GLAMWIKI

11:47
am
11:48
am
11:49
am

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki nice quote from lowitja O'D (via NPG) 'to be
resentful just stands in the way of moving forward'
nambor: +1 RT @Timh01 Copyright discussions are taking too much of
our time & effort lets keep some perspective & focus on big
picture #glam-wiki
lyndakelly61: RT copyright discussions taking too much time& effort lets keep
some perspective & focus on big picture issues #glam-wiki (via
@Timh01) yes!

11:50
am

pru: Persistent identifiers like NLA essential for citation #GLAMWIKI

11:51
am

pru: Business issues: cost of providing access, statistics, branding,
commercial use definition, does everything have to be editable?
#GLAM-WIKI

11:52
am

nambor: @neerav absolutely...definitely planning on writing up a blog
post on this...been a fascinating 2 days #glam-wiki #share

11:57
am

bumphead: #glam-wiki final session.

11:58
am

bumphead: #glam-wiki commons, citation, peer review & free

12:00
pm

jamesmatheson: Vision out of #glam-wiki by Liam Wyatt: wikimedia officer on
staff at GLAMs

12:00
pm

jonnybrownbill: Wikipedians suggest ungrouping the GLAM collective to deal
with each of our needs/desires independently... #glam-wiki

12:00
pm

jonnybrownbill: What about the idea of a Wikipedian within our organisations?
#glam-wiki

12:05
pm

nambor: shout out to @wittylama and all the wikimedian's for putting on
#glam-wiki - great to meet all the interesting GLAM people too

12:05
pm

pru: Continuing the conversation at regional level - South Australia
takes the lead. More detail to come #GLAM-WIKI

12:05
pm

artech05: Bernice Murphy says: uncoupling voice of neutrality and voice
cultural interpretation as partial, constructed, contestable
-#GLAM-WIKI

12:06
pm

littlehigh: Interesting debate on the way forward at the GLAM Wiki event there is a real sense of engagement here. #glam-wiki

12:07
pm

artech05: BM sayS: interesting tensions if wikimedia wants neutrality
given we've been working to deconstruct neutrality in the sector
#GLAM-WIKI

12:08
pm

littlehigh: GLAM wiki way forward session - everybody thoughtful and
engaged , even the doubters. #glam-wiki

12:11
pm

bumphead: Can there be a shared wikimedia/cc role for GLAM? #glam-wiki

12:12
pm

Jim_Croft: thinking #glam-wiki... all this talk of #wikipedia... #oldschool...
pre #swineflu... pre #gfc... where art thou #dbpedia,
#semanticweb?

12:12
pm

granleese: RT @littlehigh: GLAM wiki way forward session - everybody
thoughtful and engaged , even the doubters. #glam-wiki

12:15
pm

granleese: Interesting that GLAMs are asking for a lot more from
Wikimedia than vice versa #GLAM-WIKI

12:18
pm

granleese: Reminder: interesting links from #GLAM-WIKI have been
tagged at Delicious for those who cannot attend:
http://delicious.com/tag/GLAM-WIKI

12:22
pm
12:23
pm
12:24
pm
12:27
pm
12:30
pm

Timh01: Starting to feel like engagement with Wikipedia might be
possible! Will be a big internal political effort - hopefully worth
it! #glam-wiki
felixexplody: #glam-wiki too much summarising and repetiton, not enough
concise actions!
dbryantsa: @pru I've got dibs on an invite! :) #glam-wiki
artech05: RT @felixexplody: #glam-wiki too much summarising and
repetiton, not enough concise actions!
dbryantsa: ...and @wittyllama brings someone-edits-hailstorm joke count
for #glam-wiki up to 9.

12:31
pm
12:33
pm

dbryantsa: ...and @wittyllama brings someone-edits-hailstorm-articles joke
count for #glam-wiki up to 9
ConManAU: @dbryantsa Don't worry, we won't stop the hailstorm gags just
because #GLAM-WIKI is over.

12:34
pm

granleese: #GLAM-WIKI trivia - it is just gone by 12:34.56 7/8/9 - good
vibes all round

12:39
pm

felixexplody: glamwikis, a brief digression, be sure to check out the sidney
nolan exhibition in the AWM before you leave! #GLAM-WIKI

12:41
pm

nambor: @sebchan & @katelundy - I took your advice & posted that
GLAM metadata/KPI suggestion to the #gov2taskforce
http://tr.im/vOUy #glam-wiki

12:41
pm

felixexplody: and be sure to buy an AWM snow dome in the museum shop so
you'll always remember these two exciting days, only $4.95!
#GLAM-WIKI

12:44
pm

jamesmatheson: RT @felixexplody: and be sure to buy an AWM snow dome in
the museum shop so you'll always remember these two exciting
days, #GLAM-WIKI

12:45
pm

pru: Is our idea of perfection, and our editing/curating processes
restricting access? #GLAM-WIKI

12:45
pm

Jim_Croft: the problem.. and the solution... http://xkcd.com/386/ #glam-wiki

12:48
pm

felixexplody: @KateLundy @piawaugh thanks ladies for your amazing
contribution to #GLAM-WIKI and for providing some girl power
to this event!

12:49
pm

felixexplody: @pru yes, it is! #GLAM-WIKI

12:49
pm

piawaugh: @felixexplody Heh, thanks! :) #glam-wiki

12:49
pm

Jim_Croft: #glam-wiki is concluding. the high has been great. now back to
the soul crushing toil of saving the planet with information...

12:49
pm

dbryantsa: http://bit.ly/QFrx5 Asher Moses plays party-pooper! #glam-wiki

12:50
pm

ghwhitbread: #glam-wiki focus on access missing the point - for me at least.

12:51
pm

dbryantsa: (the last tweet was tounge-in-cheek by the way - Mathias'
comment about quality v quantity culture shift is very true.
#glam-wiki )

12:52
pm

ghwhitbread: #glam-wiki ? sounded like #wikimedia as a paradigm for
creation and publication of glam content.

12:52
pm

ghwhitbread: #glam-wiki : no mention of access to vocabularies ... no
#semantic web

12:52
pm

Timh01: #glam-wiki the final words......For me far more useful and
interesting than expected - whenever we all get together cool
stuff emerges!

12:53
pm

dbryantsa: (the last tweet was tongue-in-cheek by the way - Mathias'
comment about quality v quantity culture shift is very true.
#glam-wiki )

12:55
pm

alexrchap: Thanks to the biodiversity tweeters at #glam-wiki - made
interesting incidental reading - look forward to great bounds into
the wiki-future!

12:57
pm

artech05: If I write an article on wikipedia in prep for new research &
many edit, is it new by the time I cite it to funding bodies?
#GLAM-WIKI

12:59
pm

Timh01: I second the comment from @alexchap contributions from our
biodiversity / science colleagues have been very refreshing
#glam-wiki

12:59
pm

Jim_Croft: @ghwhitbread wrong forum - collections content jockeys - need
another with the *real* geeks - #vocabularies #semanticweb
#dbpedia #glam-wiki

12:59
pm

bumphead: #glam-wiki the end

12:59
pm

jamesmatheson: Insider tip from #glam-wiki: watch the 'Harper Mansion' page in
wikipedia over the next few days

12:59
pm

ghwhitbread: #wikipedia needs rights to metadata and access to digital assets.
#glam-wiki

1:04
pm
1:04
pm
1:06
pm

nambor: @ghwhitbread without open access to the cultural content,
semantic models & vocabularies are meaningless #glam-wiki
artech05: that's it! #GLAM-WIKI Thanks. Very interesting and look
forward to next steps - whatever they may be!
jonnybrownbill: Enjoy the magic pudding Liam... It's in the bag, right? #glamwiki

1:12
pm
1:16
pm
1:36
pm
1:40
pm
1:44
pm

plasmaegg: Seriously windy in canberra right now - by #glam-wiki thanks
for everything
dahnam: re. Lundy at #glam-wiki on NBN http://bit.ly/ql6Ca
presroi: #GLAM-WIKI is so far the best conference I have seen in a long
time. Thanks to Liam and the WM-AU folks and every GLAM
member who came.
bumphead: #glam-wiki not really the end - lots to do.
lizholcombe: @bumphead #glam-wiki I'm pleased to hear there is lots to do.
Better work out what to start with

1:51
pm

plasmaegg: Really hoping this headache is due to lack of caffeine in the
coffee at #glam-wiki today

1:59
pm

privatemusings: bit backhanded coverage from smh.com.au on #glam-wiki http://tinyurl.com/nzbms7

2:08
pm

swandives: @computerworldau Lundy: Social revolution to occur on back of
the NBN http://www.computerworld.com.au/article/314178
#glam-wiki

2:28
pm

alexrchap: RT #glam-wiki A new way needed: @newscientist Wikipedia
has got less welcoming to new editors, growth has plateaued.
http://bit.ly/K8bJ8

2:31
pm

alexmyoung: back in SYD after #glam-wiki - thx to the organisers, speakers,
attendees for a great couple of days.

2:51
pm

Jim_Croft: @plasmaegg Newsflash - that brown colloidal suspension in the
urns at #glam-wiki wasn't coffee. Not sure what it was, but it
wasn't coffee!

2:55
pm

Jim_Croft: @alexrchap reported plateauing of rate #wikipedia contrib/edit
not surprising. population is finite, so is (useful) knowledge.
#glam-wiki

3:19
pm

plasmaegg: @Jim_Croft false advertising! #glam-wiki coffee

4:29
pm

lyndakelly61: #glam-wiki @snomelf chekcong iPhone while driving again will keep count!

4:33
pm

lyndakelly61: RT @littlehigh is GLAM-wiki converstaion going to be
published anywhere for those not there? (via @Auckartgal) see
museum3.0.ning #glam-wiki

4:35
pm

lyndakelly61: @snomelf chcking iPhone again, that makes two (he's singing
also - eekkk!) #glam-wiki

4:46
pm

artech05: RT @privatemusings: bit backhanded coverage from
smh.com.au on #glam-wiki - http://tinyurl.com/nzbms7

4:47
pm

lyndakelly61: RT #glam-wiki @snomelf chekcong iPhone while driving again will keep count! (via @lyndakelly61) third time now

4:53
pm

lyndakelly61: RT @privatemusings: bit backhanded coverage from
smh.com.au on #glam-wiki - http://tinyurl.com/nzbms7 (via
@artech05)

5:42
pm

Jim_Croft: woooh, ominous... at about the time #glam-wiki was breaking up,
just before 12:35, the time was 123456789... scary... woooh...

6:46
pm

littlehigh: Talking about a revolution - Senator Kate Lundy tells it as it is in
Canberra #glam-wiki http://bit.ly/dMzHd

10:00
pm

pru: @felixexplody thanks for having us. Fantastic #GLAM-WIKI
support from AWM. Spent way more than snow dome in
museum shop though.

August 8, 2009
2:22
am

nyargle: RT @Jim_Croft: the problem.. and the solution...
http://xkcd.com/386/ #glam-wiki

12:48
pm

VirtuallySteve: @ all #glam-wiki participants - thanks for coming to the conf.
Please contact any time for help with any wiki upload, new page
starts etc

4:27
pm

VirtuallySteve: @pru great to meet you at ##glam-wiki. Cheers

6:28
pm

Timh01: Heading out for a big night at a fav Greek place in South Mel friends frm Montreal - still thinking about #glam-wiki conference

6:33
pm

sebchan: Congratulations to @wittylama on the success of the #GLAMWIKI event.

7:08
pm

Jim_Croft: well done on first steps connecting #wikimedia & collections !
RT @sebchan: Congratulations to @wittylama on success of
#GLAM-WIKI event.

7:23
pm

CathStyles: @wittylama thanks for a great conf, Liam! Lots to consider and
discuss w colleagues. #glam-wiki

7:26
pm

wikiangela: Back in Sydney, via Kiama and Wollongong. Found I don't like
tweeting in a room full of people already tweeting the same thing
:) #glam-wiki

7:38
pm

wikiangela: http://bit.ly/jaLJw is a good explanation of why Wikimedia
doesn't allow non-commercially licensed content. A FAQ at
#Glam-Wiki

7:51
pm

felixexplody: @wikiangela lovely to meet you (well, see you!) at #GLAMWIKI angela, I think it was a great success!

7:53
pm

VirtuallySteve: @wikiangela @#Glam-Wiki Good link - must start today our
"*fight* for reduction of copyright terms; & the liberation of
orphaned works!!

8:17
pm

CathStyles: RT @wikiangela:http://bit.ly/jaLJw ? good xplanation of why
Wikimedia doesn't allow non-commercially licensed content. A
FAQ at #Glam-Wiki

8:27
pm

Jim_Croft: @kejames start at http://bit.ly/1ruHNJ for #glam-wiki. follow
@lyndakelly61 for contacts & hyperactive #museum community
action in #Sydney

8:46
pm

Jim_Croft: @lyndakelly61 leveling to a significant sustained steady increase
is not a bad news story for #glam-wiki, #wikipedia. #smh
#statistics #fail

10:51
pm

piers_higgs: @thesherrin Sry I missed your tweet in the heat of #glam-wiki;
notability/authority IMHO indicates a difference between wikis
and GLAMs

August 9, 2009
3:30
pm

Wittylama: Now visiting Harper's Mansion
http://www.nsw.nationaltrust.org.au/properties/harpers/
default.asp not even #wikipedia article yet! #GLAM-WIKI

3:42
pm

Wittylama: Have taken a couple of days off the radar after #GLAM-WIKI.
Back online tonight to start writing up results, reports and
followup press etc

5:36
pm
7:05
pm
9:24
pm

sebchan: @paulabray on #glam-wiki - http://bit.ly/jYIp9
piers_higgs: Just finished first draft of my #glam-wiki blog post. 2,377 words!
Review tonight, post tomorrow.
davidhollonds: Some thoughts: post #GLAM-WIKI 2009 http://bit.ly/kiBe7

August 10, 2009
7:58
am
12:34
pm
12:54
pm

NZMuseums: Thoughts from Paula Bray at Powerhouse Museum about the
#GLAM-WIKI meeting, how museums and wikimedia can work
together http://ow.ly/jv1s
Wittylama: @artech05 wrote a provoking follow-up to #GLAM-WIKI. More
Q's than A's http://bit.ly/88gFR
artech05: @Wittylama Thanks Liam. Would be interested in your
thoughts. #GLAM-WIKI

1:43
pm

piers_higgs: I've just published a post on #glam-wiki on our blog http://bit.ly/
15xFNz - let me know what you think!

1:47
pm

Wittylama: Colin Steele blogs about #GLAM-WIKI in the Canberra Times:
http://bit.ly/Z4Dpz

2:16
pm

Jim_Croft: great summary of taxonomic collections data wikipedia nexus
RT @piers_higgs: a post on #glam-wiki on our blog http://bit.ly/
15xFNz

2:20
pm

jansonw: RT @Wittylama: Colin Steele blogs about #GLAM-WIKI in the
Canberra Times: http://bit.ly/Z4Dpz

2:25
pm

Jim_Croft: @Wittylama in case you missed it - excellent summary from
@piers_higgs on #glam-wiki on his blog http://bit.ly/15xFNz

2:53
pm

peterneish: @piers_higgs Great #glam-wiki blog post Piers. Here's one from
Kate Lundy http://bit.ly/YDovH

3:18
pm

Wittylama: Collating all press and blogging about #GLAM-WIKI at
http://glam.wikimedia.org.au have I missed anything so far?
Whatthehashtag is borked...

3:32
pm

Jim_Croft: Wikipedians egocentric, disagreable, socially awkward,
introverts closed to new ideas http://bit.ly/b7K9P my kinda
people! #ftw! #glam-wiki

4:28
pm

Wittylama: insightful blog post by @piers_higgs summarising ideas from
#GLAM-WIKI http://bit.ly/uxn8v

4:43
pm

gdarcy: did anyone at #GLAM-WIKI get the URL for the new
Smithsonian digital charter?

9:04
pm

CathStyles: Cultural lessons from the crowd in the cloud ? #glam-wiki
partnership sounds good to me http://tr.im/w9aW

11:23
pm

Wittylama: RT: @CathStyles from Nat. Archives. Cultural lessons from the
crowd in the cloud #glam-wiki partnership sounds good to me
http://tr.im/w9aW

August 11, 2009
12:28
am

Jim_Croft: two (almost?) contrasting impressions of #glam-wiki
collaboration: @artech05 http://bit.ly/r2Vn5 and @CathStyles
http://tr.im/w9aW

12:44
am

Wittylama: New blog post, "Apr�s GLAM" http://bit.ly/43VPoa with a
media overview & the text of my opening speech at #GLAMWIKI

12:45 pseudonymTrevor: RT @Jim_Croft: two impressions of #glam-wiki collaboration:
am
@artech05 http://bit.ly/r2Vn5 and @CathStyles http://tr.im/
w9aW
1:04
am

wikisignpost: RT @Wittylama New blog post, "Apr�s GLAM" http://bit.ly/
43VPoa with a media overview & the text of my opening speech
at #GLAM-WIKI

1:21
am

wikisignpost: Another reflection on #GLAM-Wiki, "Cultural lessons from the
crowd in the cloud" http://ur1.ca/8sy9 Nice title, @CathStyles!

1:23
am

wikisignpost: Follow @Wittylama for more #GLAM-Wiki links. Looks like it
was a big success. Time for a few more GLAM-Wiki
conferences around the world.

1:48
am

Kate__Stone: #GLAM-wiki bullet points http://blog.australianscreen.com.au/

1:59
am

PCAlpha: interesting post on #glam-wiki http://bit.ly/YDovH, #rocks

6:56
am

NZMuseums: Morena all. Here are some blog posts from participants of
#GLAM-WIKI in Canberra: http://ow.ly/jCaF http://ow.ly/jCaL
http://ow.ly/jCbq

9:17
am
9:58
am
11:59
am

pru: @Kate__Stone beautifully put re #GLAM-WIKI. Sorry about
irritation and generalisations but hope the way is open now for
some more talking?
lizholcombe: @Wittylama Thanks for link to log post by @piers_higgs
summarising ideas from #GLAM-WIKI http://bit.ly/uxn8v
Wittylama: Here's the complete twitter feed for #GLAM-WIKI http://bit.ly/
10yzjK Now, how do I export that and save it for the future???

12:01
pm
4:27
pm

Wittylama: ooh... a tweet on the #GLAM-WIKI hashtag talking about tweets
on the #GLAM-WIKI hashtag. How very, um, recursive?
australiascreen: Throwing my #GLAM-Wiki thoughts into the ring
http://blog.australianscreen.com.au/

4:42
pm

Wittylama: @australiascreen blogs: "...the conference produced, in me at
least, an irritation that lingers" #GLAM-WIKI http://bit.ly/
31CaeA

4:47
pm

Wittylama: blog from @australiascreen: "...the conference produced, in me
at least, an irritation that lingers" #GLAM-WIKI http://bit.ly/
31CaeA Ouch...

8:59
pm

plasmaegg: RT @KateLundy: New blog post: Press clipping: Wikimedia
GLAMS up http://bit.ly/3mcTLv #glam-wiki
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